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Welcome to

LORD MAYOR
OF LIVERPOOL

May 2018 –
May 2019

Councillor Christine Banks

Liverpool

The Lord Mayor of Liverpool is known as the first citizen and chosen representative of the city, acting as
a focal point for the community as well as promoting the city and forging national and international links.
The Lord Mayor of Liverpool is always a serving Councillor, elected by the full City Council at its Annual
General Meeting held each May and stands for one year in office. The Lord Mayor’s duties include:
• Representing the city at civic functions/engagements • Promoting the city nationally & internationally
• Supporting local charities & community groups • Attending religious events of all denominations
• Meeting delegates from twinned cities • Chairing Council meetings
• Conferring Honorary Freemen and Freedom of Associations & Institutions

C

ouncillor Christine Banks was born and brought up in
Thurlow House, one of the tenement blocks that stood
on Gerard Crescent in the Scotland Road area of our
city. She is the eldest of seven children to Fredrick and Esther
Barton. Her father served in the Royal Navy and the Merchant
Navy before returning to dry land and working as a Steel Erector.
Christine’s mum was a tailoress, who went onto work in the
family business. Christine’s grandmother, aunties and mother
were barrow women - or street traders as they are known today.
Christine was educated at St Joseph’s Primary School and the
Bishop Goss Senior School before going on to study Maths and
English at Liverpool College. She then graduated, completing
her Youth and Social Studies at Liverpool John Moore’s University.
Married to Brian, the couple have been together for thirty seven
years and have four children Jennifer, Michael, Gerrard and
Chelsea. They also have three grandchildren Liliahbel, Emilia
and Mason.
At the age of fifteen, Christine began working at Vernon’s Pools,
before working at the baths and washhouses. For thirty years
she was a volunteer play worker then a part-time Youth Worker,
eventually becoming a full time Youth and Community Manager
in the Marybone Youth and Community Centre. She has now
been a community activist for more than thirty years and has
been instrumental in setting up projects across the City of
Liverpool. She was elected as a Councillor to represent Central
Ward in 2008 and is a member of the Port Health and Audit and
Governance Select Committees. For ten years Councillor Banks
has been part of the Licensing Committee and over the past
seven years she has been Chair of Licensing.
In her spare time, Christine enjoys travelling, swimming, going
to the gym and listening to music; particularly liking blues

singers Ella Fitzgerald, Billie
Holiday and Sara Vaughan.
Husband, Brian, who
will be the Lord Mayor’s
Consort, is a retired BT
Engineer and has lived
in the city centre all of
his life. An avid Evertonian,
Brian also enjoys reading,
listening to the songs of
Frank Sinatra, Nat King Cole and
Barbara Streisand. Eldest daughter
Jenny, who will be Lady Mayoress,
was educated at Holy Cross Primary School
and went on to St Mary’s College, followed by Liverpool Community
College, ultimately taking Business Studies at Liverpool John
Moore’s University. Jenny, an avid Liverpool supporter, works as a
civil servant and has a daughter, Emilia. In her spare time she
enjoys reading, yoga, going to the cinema and going on holiday.
Councillor Banks stated: “I am very honoured to be selected to
become Lord Mayor of this wonderful city; to be made the First
Citizen of the greatest City in the world is the highest honour,
especially being supported by so many of my peers. I know my
grandmother Lizzy Griffin, my mother Tess and father Freddy
would be proud of me.”

ALL THE TRADITION BEHIND THE

Unique Brazilian way of serving

LEEDS

LIVERPOOL

MANCHESTER

EDINBURGH

GRANARY WH ARF

EXC HA N GE FLA GS

SP INNI NGF IELDS

GEO RGE S TREET

Councillor Banks will be sponsoring three charities during her year
as Lord Mayor. They are Everton in the Community, Merchant
Navy Association and The Michael Causer Foundation.
“I am hoping to raise a lot of money for my charities this year
to raise the profile of the excellent work they each do.”

0151 659 1183
liverpool@fazenda.co.uk

If you think you can help raise money for The Lord Mayor’s Charity please contact
Liverpool Town Hall on 0151 233 4651 or email: town.hall@liverpool.gov.uk
You can even make a quick donation to the Lord Mayor’s Charity (charity No. 229539)
now by texting “LMAY18 £X” TO 70070 (X is £1, £5, £10).
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: @FazendaGroup

: /FazendaLiverpool

: /Fazenda.Group

In 1571 a local M.P. named Rauff Sekerston sent a petition to
Elizabeth 1 from the town (now spelt as Liverpoole) asking for
her help and reminding her of what we had to offer and what
the benefits of her aid could bring.

A conjectural impression of Liverpool’s waterfront in 1680

‘Liverpoole is your owne towne. Your majestie hath a
castell and two chantries . . . the taxes from the land . . .
tax from the ferry and the two windmills, the customs tax
of the port, a good haven (the pool), and all the whole
towne and the comodities thereoff is your majesties.
For your own sake suffre us not utterlie to be caste
awaye in your graces tyme but relief us like a mother.’

Early Cottages on Dungeon Lane

i

N the early days of England’s recorded history, all our little
fishing hamlet of Liuerpul (Liverpool) had to offer the
known world was a sheltered inland pool/creek on the
tidal banks of the River Maeres ea (Mersey). It was a place that
was not deemed worthy of a mention in William the Conqueror’s
Domesday Book (Liber de Wintonia) of 1086, but may possibly
have been one of the six unnamed berewicks, (detached portions
of farmland belonging to a mediaeval manor and reserved for
the Lord of the manor’s own use), that were recorded as being
part of the manor of West Derby.

In the late 1100s Liuerpul had been granted to Warine de
Lancaster by King Henry 11 before being acquired in August
1207 by King John, the only English King ever to be so named.
King John held the title to the Manor of Tokestath (Toxteth) and
the village of Smeedon (Smithdown), the area of Tokestath having
been turned into a Hunting Park for his enjoyment in 1204. It is
believed by many historians that some of the advisers to the
King may have pointed out that our hamlet and its sheltered
pool/creek would make an ideal base from which to sail his
soldiers, along with any required provisions, to and from Ireland.
King John obviously agreed, and just five days after acquiring
our little hamlet he granted the Letters Patent (Charter) that, on
23rd August 1207, saw Liverpool become a town and borough.
The King decreed that ownership of local land be offered to the
wealthy, giving tax concessions to them and others who were
able to farm the land or establish a variety of trades in our new
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Although the economic importance
of salt had been quickly recognised
by Liverpool merchants it was
some twenty years, circa 1690-1694,
before the first local salt refinery
was built. This was located at
Frodsham Bridge, with another,
the Liverpool Salt Works, following
in 1696, and a third being
constructed at Dungeon, which
lies a few miles upstream on the
River Mersey, near to the small
hamlets of Oglet and Speke.
Cottages were built on Dungeon
Lane to house the salt workers
and two Customs and Excise
cottages were added nearby;
all three refineries attempting to
benefit financially from being
closer to the Lancashire Coalfields.

town in order to provide the much needed services required to
help Liverpool’s future growth.
Liverpool was now about to set sail on its journey to becoming
one of the world’s most famous ports. However, it was not all
plain sailing in the early years! Despite some little growth and
expansion thanks to the incentives given by King John, Liverpool
was still many hundreds of years away from becoming the city
we know today. The newly founded borough had seen seven
‘main’ streets laid out in order to try and assist the new incoming

LIVERPOOL
— the early years —
businesses and trades to flourish.
These were put down in the shape
of a letter ‘H’ and each would have
probably been only 10-15 feet in width.
Between 1207 and the mid-17th century
these same seven streets continued to
appear regularly in our town’s taxation
King John of England
lists and we were still too dependent on
agriculture and its products for many people’s livelihood,
although there was always fishing and some maritime trade to
help. In 1660 there were only approximately 190 houses covering
the seven main thoroughfares and throughout much of the
15th and 16th centuries, Liverpool was constantly in a state of
economic hardship. Not helping matters, the town’s still small
population was ravaged by disease in the 1540s and 1550s and a
severe storm in 1561 caused major damage to our small haven.

resulting ‘Salt Trade’ generally
being considered as being the
first major contribution to the
flourishing of Liverpool into a
large and important town. Prior
to the rock salt discovery, brine
had to be purified on site but it
was now a simple matter to
transport the raw material to
more economically sited factories
where it could then be refined.

No help was forthcoming! Elizabeth refused to decree a new
Charter that would grant further freedoms to the people of
Liverpool. However, towards the end of the 16th century she
did bestow Letters of Marque and Privateering statutes to
the sailors of our town. The Letters of Marque was practically
a licence for legal piracy and sailors were quick to take
advantage. Despite the dubiousness of their trade, Liverpool’s
fortunes took an upward curve, resulting in the town’s
economy improving greatly.
A big part in Liverpool’s continuing expansion came in 1647
when we were made a free and independent port, no longer
subject to the Port of Chester which was the dominant port
in the North West at the time. As our town’s wealth grew in
the 1660s and 1670s the main landowners laid out several
additional streets and more buildings were also constructed,
including a new Town Hall.
The chance discovery of rock salt on a Cheshire estate owned
by William Marbury in 1670 was to prove to be the catalyst
for the real kick-start that Liverpool was seeking, with the

By the early 1700s, salt had become the major export product
of the now rapidly growing port of Liverpool. It was an
essential commodity of the Newfoundland cod fisheries, from
where the salted fish was transported to the West Indies and
sold or exchanged for sugar, coffee or fruit. Here in England
the coastal trade of salt was perhaps even more important.
Salt would be shipped to Cornwall in return for china clay for
use in Liverpool’s and Staffordshire’s pottery industries. In
Liverpool, the salt was also necessary in industries such as
glass working, where it was used as flux, and later salt also
became integral to the basic growth of our local chemical
industry as an ingredient in the manufacture of soda.
There were to be problems in the further expansion of the salt
trade, however, as in the early 18th century there was a lack
of decent transport links into and out of the productive
Cheshire salt fields. In the next issue of My Planet Liverpool
we take a look at how these problems were solved and how
Liverpool would benefit, particularly by the construction of
the Sankey Canal.
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MY PLANET LIVERPOOL

THANK YOU
In the year that we are celebrating the 100th anniversary of women winning the right to vote,
My Planet Liverpool is acknowledging the help, encouragement and support that has been given to me
by a number of ladies since the first edition was published in 2010.
As in the last edition (26) I am featuring some of the ladies who have each contributed greatly
to the ongoing My Planet Liverpool story.
(L-R Julia Huf, Dayle O'Hara and Emma Kidd

DAYLE O’HARA, JULIA HUF AND EMMA KIDD
I have grouped this trio of lovely ladies together as they are all part of the wonderful
team at Fazenda Rodizio Bar & Grill on Exchange Flags. Dayle was the first of these three
super personalities that I met and got to know - and she was the best ‘front of desk’
person I had ever come across. It turned out that she was also a great person and she is
someone whose friendship I value. Although Dayle now has a role that sees her away
from Liverpool fairly often and being heavily involved with Fazenda’s other venues
around the country, it is always a delight to see her and catch up. Thankfully, in Dayle’s
absences Fazenda is very lucky to have another two ladies whose personalities are
amazing. Julia Huf joined the Fazenda team in February last year and what an asset to
the restaurant she has been. Julia hails from Brazil and has brought a joyous Latin ethos
to our city. A great host and a wonderful personality, she makes everyone who walks
through Fazenda’s the doors so welcome. Emma is the perfect colleague for Dayle and
Julia and her personality is equally as brilliant as theirs. Whenever I am at Fazenda and
Emma is on duty she never fails to come over to welcome me and have a chat. She too is
the type of person you easily warm to and like Dayle and Julia she is so good at making
the restaurant’s guests feel valued. All three of these ladies have been immensely
supportive to My Planet Liverpool and I am very grateful to each of them.

JENNIE LEWIS
ALISON LOBB

DI BURBIDGE

DAWN JOHANNSEN

As with the majority of the Morecrofts
Solicitors team, Alison Lobb has always
been supportive of My Planet Liverpool and
extremely helpful to me as an individual. In
her role as managing partner at Morecrofts
and her involvement with many other
interests, Alison is obviously a very busy
lady but she always has time to ask “How
are things?” and takes time to ensure that
the articles on Morecrofts are written
correctly. It is very much appreciated
that under her and her marketing team’s
direction, Morecrofts is the firm that has
featured for the longest period in My
Planet Liverpool, appearing in every issue
since the magazine was first printed eight
years ago. When bumping into Alison
outside of work she will always have time
for a quick chat before heading off to her
appointment or business engagement.
Her valued support of My Planet Liverpool
is very much appreciated.

I have known Di for many years now and
she has become a very good friend. Service
Development Manager with the Chinese
Wellbeing charity, Di has been very
supportive of My Planet Liverpool over
the past eight years or so and is always
quick to promote the magazine to others
who she feels would benefit from being
featured in it. Like all of the ladies I have
written about in this ‘Thank You’, series,
Di is someone who I am delighted to know
and I enjoy spending time with her and
her partner and friends on a social basis
outside of working hours. Not afraid to
voice her opinion or give her advice on a
topic I may be considering featuring in the
magazine, Di’s insights are of great help
to me. The constant support from her and
the Chinese Wellbeing team as a whole
makes it far easier for me to write features
on the charity’s work and her friendship is
a valued one.

Dawn is the owner of Hair Transform, located
in Queen Avenue, the little thoroughfare
that runs between Castle Street and Dale
Street. I was introduced to Dawn and her
husband Mark just over five years ago and
they were immediately friendly and very
welcoming. Although Hair Transform is a
traditional hairdressing salon, I was fascinated
to hear Dawn explain how she also helps
people with problem hair, people who have
hair loss caused by the likes of Alopecia
Areata and Trichotillomania or through
injuries. She was more than happy to relate
these stories over a series of articles in My
Planet Liverpool and they proved to be of
great interest to many people. I regularly
see Dawn and Mark as I walk around the
city centre and it is always great to see
them. Dawn’s support of My Planet Liverpool
in the early years of its life was very valuable
to me and I will always be appreciative of
her and Mark’s help. Great people and a
wonderful salon also!

JAYNE SMITH
Jayne is Managing Director of the successful Bluebird Services, a team of legal secretaries
providing a valuable transcribing service for legal, financial and property firms. Bluebird
also offers PA services and it was Jayne who arranged everything that was required for
My Planet Liverpool’s first oversees advertorial. Her support in doing this was vital and I
will always be thankful for her time and effort in procuring the feature for me. Jayne is a
great mixer and is always happy to share her time and business knowledge in order to
help the magazine and she consistently promotes it to others. She is a well-known figure
on the business circuit and arranges regular Liverpool Dinner Club events in order to help
businesses to network with each other, so creating new contacts. I am very grateful for
her input to My Planet Liverpool and to know she is someone I can talk with about
possible features.
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CLAIRE LABIO
Although I was only introduced to Claire
last year she has been very supportive of
My Planet Liverpool. Claire is Practice Director
at Complete Counsel, set up specifically to
provide Barristers with hands-on clerical
support and the occasional tlc. Despite having
only known me for a short while, Claire was
happy to support My Planet Liverpool by way
of arranging a series of articles written by
established Barristers and she has been very
complimentary about the magazine’s quality
and content. Outside of work she is another
who is always happy to stop and have a chat
and enquire as to how things are going and
she has a wonderful personality, helpful and
considerate. She is someone I am pleased to
know and her support is very much valued.

Jennie is probably one of the best known
PR girls in the city and if you ask people
who know her they will tell you what a
lovely person she is. A regular contributor
of articles to My Planet Liverpool, I am
always grateful for her help and support.
Jennie has introduced the magazine to
many businesses and consequently it has
featured several of her various clients over
the years. Along with her PR role, Jennie is
Managing Director of Your Business News
(YBN) and she and her YBN colleague,
journalist Tony McDonough, provide a
invaluable outlet for companies wishing
to get their name out there or to obtain a
placement of their news stories in various
publications. Jennie is a good person to
know and I value her support.

CAROLINE SWAILES
I met Caroline when attending a City of Liverpool Rotary meeting several years ago and
I was instantly taken by her lively and positive personality. At that time Caroline was
working at Bibby Line Group in their Duke Street office but in 2014 she took the decision
to go on her own and subsequently launched her own Freelance Marketing Company.
This proved to be a successful venture for her and Caroline enjoyed a very busy couple
of years before a more joyous event occurred. She had always wanted to start a family
and when she and her partner Nick were told that she was pregnant she was overjoyed.
James Michael was born in May 2017 and Caroline and Nick were absolutely delighted.
It has been a wonderful twelve months for the family and now, in order to balance work
with taking care of her son, Caroline has set up Clarity 360, providing her services as an
experienced marketing consultant and coach to a variety of businesses and individuals.
Throughout all the years I have known Caroline she has always shown an enthusiastic
and infectious approach to life and her work ethic is amazing. She has been a great
supporter of My Planet Liverpool and many features have been included thanks to
Caroline’s recommendation, which is very much appreciated.
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LOTTIE DOD
1871-1960

LIVERPOOL

Women of Renown
Continuing with the theme of this year in which we are celebrating the 100th anniversary
of women winning the right to vote, My Planet Liverpool is also acknowledging some of
the Merseyside women who helped to bring credit to our region by helping improve the
lives of many other people, here and world-wide.
They did this in varying ways, thanks to their own great efforts and selflessness.
For the second feature in this series My Planet Liverpool has selected another three ladies who may
not be as famous as some but nevertheless deserve to be mentioned when talking about the role of
women in the history of Liverpool and our city’s neighbours.

Sarah Clayton 1712-1779
Sarah Clayton was our city’s best known woman
merchant during the 1700s. Born in Liverpool on
26 August 1712, Sarah was the youngest of the
nine children of William Clayton and his wife
Elizabeth. Her father, who died when Sarah was
only three years old, was himself one Liverpool’s
most important merchants during the 17th and
early 18th centuries and was an Alderman of
our city in 1689 and a Member of Parliament for
Liverpool between 1698 and his death in 1715.
When her mother, who had successfully taken
over her late husband’s affairs, also passed
away, in 1745, Sarah inherited the family home,
Clayton House, which was located on Water
Street in the centre of Liverpool.
Although at this time she was now in her early
thirties, Sarah had never married and she began
to concentrate on the family business. She
successfully merged a Clayton family interest in
the coal trade with that of her brother-in-law’s
family, the Cases of Redhasles. Sarah would
eventually become the proprietor of a
considerable collection of coal mines in Parr,
St Helen’s, the mines being situated with easy
access to the Sankey Canal – and during the
late 1750s and 1760s she became one of the
most important coal dealers in Liverpool.
Sarah’s success enabled her to enjoy a wealthy
lifestyle and she, apparently, was not afraid to
show off her good fortune and enjoy the luxuries
her riches afforded. She left the Clayton name
etched in the life of modern day Liverpool when
in the mid-1700s she laid out Clayton Square,
along with some adjacent streets, naming them
Leigh, Tyrer, Houghton, Parker and Cases streets,
after the maiden name of her mother and the
married names of her sisters.
However, Sarah was to experience a steep fall
from grace following her involvement with the
managing of the business affairs of her elder
sister Margaret's husband, Thomas Case of
Huyton. Thomas had inherited the struggling
Whiston colliery and she was made one of his
estate trustees. On Thomas’ death, Sarah struggled
with the Cases' many financial problems until a
mortgage was arranged with two Liverpool
merchants in 1753 in order to raise the monies
required to cover the family's debts.
Then she was hit with her own financial troubles.
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Parr colliery, which Sarah owned independently, was flooded and in June
1778 she was forced to offer the Parr Hall estate for sale. This did not work
and just a month later she was declared bankrupt and her property was
sold at auction. Towards the end of that same year she suffered further
humiliation when she was had to take the decision to sell her household
goods and many of her personal effects, which were also sold at auction.
However, it must be remembered that it was quite unheard of for a
woman to assume such a position of importance in the male dominated
industry that prevailed in the mid-18th century. Sarah Clayton remains a
most extraordinary figure, especially unique at a time when Liverpool was
continuing to grow into a city of world renown. Records of her business
dealings show that she matched all the ‘savvy’ and hard work of her
exclusively male rivals in her business partnerships, and she achieved
considerable success before the misfortunes of others, along with the
power of nature, brought about her decline.
Sarah died on 1 May 1779, living at the time in the Liverpool house of
her niece Elizabeth Case. Her memory was deservedly commemorated
by a memorial stone being placed on the wall, next to a monument
erected in memory of her father, within Our Lady and St Nicholas's Church
on Chapel Street. Sadly, the stone and monument were lost when the
Church was bombed by German war planes in a raid on our waterfront
during World War 11.

Charlotte ‘Lottie’ Dod was born in Lower Bebington, Wirral,
on 24th Septermber1871. Lottie is famous for winning the
Wimbledon Ladies Tennis Championship on five occasions,
1887, 1888, 1891, 1892 and1893, (she did not play in the
1889 and1890 Championships) and remains the youngest
lady to win the singles title, being only 15 years and 285 days
old when she claimed her first triumph.
Lottie would also change the way lady tennis players dressed to
play the sport after years of females being hampered by the
wearing of that era’s more restrictive layered outfits and full
length dresses, which slowed their movement around the court.
Because she was only 15 years old, Lottie was allowed to wear
clothing that looked similar to her school uniform. Her outfit
consisted of a calf-length dress, black stockings and shoes,
while a white flannel cricket cap covered her black hair. As a result
she could run more swiftly around the court, being less restricted
in her movement than her opponents, so giving her a considerable
advantage.Tennis historian Elizabeth Wilson, said that
“Dod always spoke up in favour of the right of women to
dress in a manner that did not impede their tennis.”
Charlotte was the
youngest of four children,
a sister to William, Anne
and Tony, born to Joseph
and Margaret Dod, her
father being a wealthy
cotton merchant. The
family home was
Edgeworth House on the
Edgeworth Estate, which
covered the present day
area containing the
Unilever Research &
Development building on
Bromborough Road in
Port Sunlight, St Andrews
Road and also the land
occupied by the houses
that stretch up to Spital
Road.
The Dod family were
descendants of
Sir Anthony Dod of Edge and all four of the Dod siblings were
excellent at a variety of sports. Sir Anthony was believed to have
commanded the English archers at the Battle of Agincourt, so it
should come as no surprise that along with her tennis prowess
Lottie went on to become a successful archer. She represented
Great Britain at the 1908 Summer Olympics, winning a silver
medal (her brother Willy won the Men’s Gold). It was not only
tennis and archery that Lottie excelled in though. She also
competed at the top level in many other sports, including golf,
winning the British Ladies Amateur Golf Championships in 1904,
and was very successful at field hockey, representing England on
two occasions.
She also became a talented ice skater, passing the St Moritz Ladies
Skating Test in 1895, at the time the most prestigious figure skating
event for women, and a year later she became only the second
woman to also pass the Men’s St Moritz Skating Test. Riding the
tobaggan on the famous St Moritz Cresta Run, cycling, curling
and mountaineering were also on Lottie’s extensive list of sports
to be enjoyed and such was her sporting renown that the
Guinness Book of Records named her as the most versatile
female athlete of all time, along with the American lady Babe
Zaharias, a US legend who was prolific in golf, basketball and
athletics (track and field).
When the Great War broke out, Lottie worked for the British Red
Cross from November 1916 at Chelsea VAD Hospital and in a
military hospital in Speen, Berkshire. She asked to be transferred
to the war zones in France but was hampered by sciatica and was
unable to serve as a nurse outside of England. She did, however,
receive a Service Medal from the Red Cross for completing more
than 1,000 hours of service during the war.
In her later life Lottie, who never married, lived in London and

Portrait of Mary Ann Mercer in Williamson Art Gallery, Birkenhead

MARY ANN MERCER
1883-1945
Although born in Newport, Shropshire, Mary Ann Mercer, a trained
nurse, became one of Birkenhead’s most notable citizens and helped
to change history for woking class women. Mary Ann’s contribution
to public life on the Wirral has rightly been honoured by the recent
placing of a prestigious Blue Plaque on the exterior of her former
home at 103 Norman Street in Birkenhead North.
Mary Ann’s father died when she was only three years old, and the
subsequent struggles of her mother played a key role in forming her
political views. While working in Belfast as district visitor for the Dean
she joined the Labour party. After meeting and marrying a Labour
activist and journalist, Mary Ann moved to the Wirral in 1914 and
quickly became greatly involved with helping the local community.
She was elected as a Labour councillor for Birkenhead’s Argyle Ward
in 1919 and would represent the ward for a further 26 years.
Mary Ann was a true pioneer for women at a time when working
class women were not usually represented or respected in public life.
She was a passionate advocate for women’s pension rights and in
1924 she became the first female to be elected Mayor of Birkenhead –
only the second ever Labour female mayor in the country – and this at
a time when many women were still not allowed to vote. The welfare
of local families was very important to Mary Ann and she would
regularly hold events at Birkenhead Town Hall for children, in order to
ensure that they were fed properly. In 1925 it was Mary Ann Mercer
who had the honour of unveiling the Cenotaph on Hamilton Square,
an occasion that drew thousands of people, including all the Generals
from the First World War. In 1929 she also became a magistrate for
the town.
Sadly, Mary Ann mercer passed away on September 26, 1945, aged
62 years. She was buried at Flaybrick Cemetery, where the epitaph
on her grave says:
“AFTER 25 YEARS DEVOTED SERVICE
TO THE PEOPLE OF BIRKENHEAD.
FIRST WOMAN MAYOR AND FIRST SOCIALIST MAYOR 1924-1925.
DEEPLY MOURNED BY HER CHILDREN
AND BY HER TOWN’S PEOPLE”
Prior to the Blue Plaque honour, Mary Ann was commemorated by
the naming of Mercer Road in the Bidston & St James Ward.

Devon and up until her late eighties she never failed to attend the
Wimbledon Championships. After her brother Willy died in 1954, she
lived in nursing homes on the south coast, eventually settling at the
Birchy Hill Nursing Home in Sway, Hampshire. It was there that she
died, aged 88, fittingly passing away while listening to the Wimbledon
radio broadcasts in her bed.
Twenty three years after her passing, Lottie was elected to the
International Tennis Hall of Fame in 1983.
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Old plate of church on waterfront

NEW EXHIBITION AT

Our Lady & St Nicholas
Liverpool’s historic Parish Church

Rev Dr Crispin Pailing has been Rector of Liverpool since June 2014
and he is pleased to announce the opening of a new permanent, free exhibition at Our Lady & St Nicholas,
which is located at the foot of Liverpool’s Chapel Street, opposite the Liver Buildings
and facing the Mercure Hotel (formerly the Atlantic Tower). After 800 years,
Our Lady & St Nicholas is still a Church for the City and maintains a Christian presence here.
While it is not the oldest building in the city - it is the oldest institution in Liverpool.
Today, the Church and the Gardens continue to develop, and, alongside daily acts of worship, visitors are attracted
by art, music, talks and exhibitions. Since 2000 there have been different projects and activities to animate the city
and serve local people. These have included many partnerships with other charities; City Breakfasts for the business
community; a café; a community choir; support groups; and regular engagement with schools and young people.
The Parish Church works with other faith communities and Christian denominations. As well as many baptisms
and weddings for city residents, the Church continues to host dozens of services every year for the civic, military,
maritime and business communities.

But what about its past? ...

Liverpool Parish Church 2018
Reverend Dr Crispin Pailing
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The church, vestry, politics and the Elizabethan Poor Law, the tragedy
of Sunday 11 February 1810 that killed twenty-four people, most of
them children, the subsequent rebuilding of the tower by Thomas
Harrison in 1815, and the church’s involvement in local taxes and
politics are all covered by the exhibition. So too are words written by
Herman Melville in his 1849 novel Redburn, recalling the ringing of
the bells every time a ship arrived in port, and describing the’ Dead
House’ in the cellars below the church where the bodies recovered
from the Mersey were placed. How the church of St Nicholas’ wasn’t
the only place for seafarers to worship, as one of the more unusual
daughter churches was a floating chapel moored out on the river.
You will see how in the mid-19th century many of the responsibilities
of the Vestry, including poor relief, were transferred to local boards
and the Corporation but that the church continued to play a significant
part in the life of Liverpool's now rapidly expanding population.
How, as the century went on, there were thousands of baptisms
and marriages each year both of residents of Liverpool and of those
people passing through on their route overseas. Read how the small
ET up in the Narthex of the church, which is to the right as
churchyard at St Nicholas’ continued in use as a burial ground until it
you enter the main entrance, the exhibition charts the
was finally closed in 1849.
history of the church from the 13th century to the present
Discover the years that the ancient churchyard was laid out as a formal
day, illustrating how the church and the city have always
garden in memory of James Harrison. Also read about the year of the
been interwoven in their existence. Visitors will be able to view
creation of the Diocese of Liverpool and how this required a Cathedral
material that is on display to the public for the very first time,
to be built in the city. How, during the Great War, St Nicholas’ became
each image helping to depict how the church was at the heart of
the focus for both grief and celebration, including the holding of a
our city’s politics and social welfare throughout the past centuries.
memorial service for Captain Noel Chavasse, the son of the Bishop
The exhibition tells the story of how a place of worship has stood on
of Liverpool who was killed on active duty and twice awarded the
the current site of the present church of Our
Victoria Cross.
Lady and St. Nicholas, known by locals as the
Seafarers’ or Sailors’ Church, since 1257
St Nicholas Church & Courtyard 1818
It is poignant also to recall how ‘The Battle
and continues the church’s story up to the
of the Atlantic’ brought Liverpool to the
present day.
front line of the Second World War. The
destruction of the Church by German war
When King John of England created the
planes in December 1940 and May 1941.
new town of Liverpool in 1207 the town
The rebuilding of the church after the war
belonged to the parish of nearby Walton-onended and the official opening by the
the-Hill, but it seems that for the convenience
Princess Royal on 18 October 1952 and the
of the people, and for travellers to pray bechurch’s consecration. There is also ‘The Blitz
fore setting sail, a small chapel was set up on
Memorial’ in the Church Gardens, which
the waterfront. This early place of worship
was unveiled in 2000 to commemorate the
was named the Chapel of St. Mary del Key,
civilian lives lost in the bombing.
and overlooked the waterfront of the River
Mersey, possibly close to the site of the
Following World War II, we learn of long
church’s present tower. It is first mentioned in a property document
standing industrial
from the 1250s when a local landowner, Ranulph de Mor, gave land
tensions resulting in the
Congregation after
to his daughter. In that document no dedication is given but it became
dock strike of 1945 and
destruction of church
known as the chapel of St Mary del Quay, and was an early example
how the church’s Rector
during WWII
of the link between the church and the seafaring community.
used his position in the
city to negotiate a
The exhibition tells of how, as the town of Liverpool slowly grew, a
resolution to the strike,
new chapel was built during the years 1355-61 and reveals that this
leading to better pay
new chapel was dedicated to St Nicholas, the patron saint of sailors.
and conditions. Learn
Read also about how, in 1361, Liverpool was struck by the Black Death
about the work of the
plague that led to the death of many hundreds of people throughout
Canon who opened a
the UK. Burial space was limited here at that time and with so many
branch of the Samaritans
bodies to be interred the Bishop of Lichfield and Coventry, whose
in the church basement
diocese then included the North West of England, licensed a burial
in 1960 and how, in a
ground to be located within the chapel grounds in order to be able to
sectarian and often
bury the plague’s victims. The following year the chapel of St Nicholas
divided city, the development of an innovative Ecumenical Team
was consecrated.
in the 1970s was significant.
In our medieval town the church served many purposes apart from
Although those who worship regularly at the Parish Church are drawn
its religious functions. It was the place where meetings could be held
from all parts of Merseyside, the ‘Parish’ itself is a strictly defined
and where traders could be regulated. It was also where civic rank
geographical area of the City Centre. (The Diocese of Liverpool has a
was established: St Nicholas’ housed a pew for the mayor, and in the
total of 208 parishes and 258 churches). The parish covers most of the
16th century leading citizens were given seats according to seniority.
city centre and docks, including Lime Street, the Albert Dock and the
From its medieval origins and the building of the Church, the exhibition
“Liverpool One” development; with over 16,000 people, and growing,
covers the effects on the Church that the Reformation had and tells
living within its boundaries. The church also serves the civic and business
how in 1515 John Crosse, whose family home was located on the
communities in the city and today reaches out to the increasing
present-day Crosshall Street, enabled the survival of the chapel.
esidential population as well. It is a place of sanctuary, prayer and
Learn how, in the 16th century, the church became a school and
worship for the whole of Liverpool.
later a warehouse before being converted into a temporary hospital

S

for soldiers returning from Ireland. How St Nicholas’ was often a town
meeting place, and held civic services, including the arrival of the Earl
of Derby in 1577 who sponsored celebrations “the lyke whereof was
never sene in this towne of Liverpole.”
You will also discover that the tensions that existed between the
Liverpool Chapel and the Parish Church in Walton led to the Act being
passed that created the Parish of Liverpool. The exhibition covers the
expansion of the church and how pews were allocated to the town’s
leading citizens, including the addition of a new pew in 1695, which
was designated for the more musical members of the congregation to
gather and sing together – the first recorded example of a choir pew
in Britain.

The exhibition is free
and all are welcome to call in and view.
Liverpool Parish Church, Our Lady and St. Nicholas
Old Churchyard • Chapel Street • Liverpool
Merseyside L2 8TZ,
Te: 0151 236 5287
email us at enquiries@livpc.co.uk
The Church Office is open from 9.30am Monday to Friday.
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Zoë’s Place

A GIFT OF LIFE
Liverpool Arab Arts Festival
www.arabartsfestival.com
Family Day fun provides Liverpool Arab Arts Festival (LAAF) 2018
with a vibrant finale
Visitors descended in their thousands on Sefton Park’s iconic Palm House
on Sunday 15 July for LAAF’s Family Day celebrations, bringing its 20th anniversary festival to a close with a vibrant and uplifting finale event. London’s
Simo Lagnawi & Gnawa, Danish-Palestinian percussionist Simona Abdallah,
the London Syrian Ensemble, a collective of some of Syria's finest musicians
based in the UK, and The Yemeni Musical Group each brought the audience
wonderful live music and dancing, while throughout the day guests of all
ages and diverse backgrounds were able to enjoy folktales from the Arab
world read by LAAF’s storyteller in residence Alia Alzougbi. There were also
stalls selling traditional goods, Henna painting and delicious Arab foods
on offer – as well as ice cream to help visitors to stay cool in the glorious
sunshine.
It was a perfect conclusion to the ten-day LAAF programme, giving visitors
the chance to continue to embrace the theme of the festival ‘What Do I
Know?’, encouraging audiences from all backgrounds to step away from the
assumptions made around Arab life and explore its reality through the lived

experience, expressed through diverse art forms of music, dance, visual art,
theatre, film and spoken word. Taher Qassim MBE, Chair of LAAF, founded
in 1998, said: “It’s hard to believe that another festival is already over, but
what a festival it was! Over the past two weeks we have been proud to
welcome some truly exceptional artists from across the Arab world to
Liverpool, as well as being honoured to experience their talent in music,
theatre, spoken word, film and visual art. I would like to thank all of the
artists who joined us for our 20th anniversary festival, the hardworking
LAAF team, visitors and our funders and supporters, without them this
incredible festival would not be possible.”
This year’s LAAF’s festival was made possible by funding from ACE,
Liverpool City Council and its Festival Enhancement Funding
(www.liverpoolfestivalcity.com). Its programme was supported by P H Holt
Foundation, Souriyat Across Borders, Unison North West, who were joint
supporters of this year’s Family Day, ACE, Unlimited, the Al-Omar Family
and the Arab Fund for Arts and Culture (AFAC).

The first of its kind in the UK, the West Derby based Zoë's Place Baby Hospice opened in 1995,
having been founded by Professor Jack Scarisbrick MBE.
The hospice exists to provide a variety of palliative and respite services to support families
of babies with life limiting or life threatening illnesses. It is a 6-bed hospice and is the only one
in the UK that caters specifically for babies, with the age range of 0-5years. The support that is
provided by the hospice is invaluable to the families, with the majority of them getting the only
two nights a month that allows them to have a proper night’s sleep! Each family that receives
respite care is given an organised and tailored care package. The needs of the child and the carers
are assessed and the support they require is allocated to the family

D

URING their stay, the baby is cared for by a
Registered Nurse and Senior Care Assistant
and additional services are available from the
hospice’s Play Leader, Art Therapist and Physiotherapist.
This is all to ensure that every baby has the opportunity
to make memories that will last. An important
philosophy that Zoe’s Place follows is that “every life
is precious, no matter how long it lasts”.

Zoë's Place works as part of a multi-disciplinary team,
alongside a GP and palliative care consultant so that
the team can provide ongoing support to all their
families 24 hours a day. Anyone who loses a child
(under the age of 6) has access to the hospice’s
bereavement services. The child can be brought
to rest in their ‘Snowdrop Suite’ and the family can
stay too - right up until the funeral.

Zoe’s Place does not just care for the baby – but for
the whole family. The hospice know that dealing with
a child who has a life limiting or life threatening illness
can be hard for everyone involved, and so they want
to make it as easy as possible for them all. They do
this by creating a family like community, providing
things such as counselling sessions, sibling support,
activity days and much, much more.

Overleaf are the stories of two little girls Cara and
Lacey. Read their stories and you will realise just how
much of a difference that Zoë's Place – Zoë being the
Greek for ”Gift of Life – can make to the lives of the
families that need it.
Read more overleaf

➥

Photography by Julia Thorn & AB Photography
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Cara
Carolyn Jackson and John Quigley, Cara’s parents, both
welcomed their baby girl into the world, only to be hit
with the devastating news a couple of months later that
she suffered from a condition called Lissencephaly, a rare
gene-linked brain malformation. It was news that would
hugely impact on all of their lives. Carolyn and John have
shared their story to hopefully encourage and inspire
others to keep going, even when life is tough, and to let
them know that there is help out there for them.

‘‘

Our daughter Cara was born by planned caesarean section.
She was small and had some issues feeding initially but she
soon learned to bottle feed and we came home the hospital.
She was such a good, content, baby to begin with but at two
months old, Cara stopped gaining weight and was referred to
a paediatrician who noticed that she had poor head control.
Her dad and I just thought this was because she was small but
over the coming weeks things changed dramatically.
Cara began to have prolonged episodes of screaming
and back arching, which we were told was colic. But this
progressed and Cara appeared to be having short seizures.
A week later she went on to have 26 seizures back to back
and was admitted to Alder Hey Children’s Hospital. We stayed
there for three weeks as she underwent a number of tests,
including an EEG and MRI brain scan. Little did we know we
were about to receive devastating news and that Cara had a
condition called Lissencephaly.
As each day came and went we continued to receive sad and
devastating news about our daughter. We were just waiting
to hear something positive but we never did. We were told
that Cara would have significant development delays; she
would never be able to walk or talk and she would have
epilepsy that would develop into seizures that would become
difficult to control. Overall, Cara would have a poor prognosis.
We were devastated and heartbroken. How could this be real?
It felt like a bad dream. This is something you read about and
never dream it is going to happen to you!

“Cara had 26 seizures
back to back and was
admitted to Hospital…
little did we know
we were about to receive
devastating news…”

After many tears and a lot of upset, we realised that this
would not help Cara and her needs. We needed to be strong
to get through this. Life is busy and fast paced, but there are
times when we sit and think about things and then it can be
upsetting and, for a brief moment, we don’t think we have
the strength and courage needed for this life, but then we
think of Cara and she is such a special little girl. She is the
most beautiful, pleasant little girl and she is our little girl!
At times she can be ‘moody’, but it’s great to see that she
has her own little personality. She loves being out and about,
she loves trees and her favourite place to go is Centre Parcs.
All she needs is to be loved and cared for, she really doesn’t
ask for much else.
Cara’s needs are 24 hours a day and she feeds via a gastrostomy
tube, which is inserted through her abdomen to deliver nutrition
directly to her stomach. From meeting her personal needs,
repositioning her, meeting her medication/feeding regimes
and her therapy needs it is a busy day. Cara is reliant on us
to play and entertain her, as she is unable to use her hands
or do anything for herself. She is very alert, although she can’t
communicate verbally and can get very distressed. We can be
up most of the night trying to comfort her and make sure she
is comfortable.
Whilst this has been a life changing experience, we have tried
to keep some aspects of life as ‘normal’ as possible. We have
remained at work to allow us to have a bit of normality in our
lives and to just have our own time to be who we are and
take our mind off things for a short time. This enables us to
commit to her needs with a fresh mind. It is difficult, and
some days it is hard to balance things and keep up.
We also have another daughter, Olivia, so it is important
we don’t forget to meet her needs as well, but we are
lucky to have some great family and friends.
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You can donate now to help Cara and her family and many others like them
by texting ‘ZOES10 £10’ to 70070
If you would like to find out more information about Zoë's Place and how they help
so many more families around Liverpool and beyond, visit their website:

www.zoes-place.org.uk/liverpool
Zoë’s Place • Yew Tree Lane • Liverpool L12 9HH
Tel: 0151 228 0353 • Email: admin@zoes-place.org.uk
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A COCKTAIL BAR
WITH A DIFFERENCE
Situated in the heart of Liverpool City Centre on the
bustling Castle Street, Rox is a contemporary cocktail
bar that sets the standard when it comes to quality.

Sanctuary Tap
REAL ALE, DELICIOUS FOOD & LIVE MUSIC
Taking its name from the medieval landmark that is situated on the pavement
directly outside the entrance to the bar, Sanctuary Tap has gone from strength to strength
since its opening in January this year. Popular with all age groups, this is a bar where you really
will find sanctuary, while also being able to enjoy some great real ales and bottled beers,
possessing delightful names such as Mud City Stout and Peaky Blinder.

T

HIS friendly and welcoming venue is also the ‘go
to’ bar for those looking for some quality pub food,
with very, very, tasty pies and servings of traditional
bowls of homemade scouse, all of which are
attracting regular complimentary comments from regular and
new customers alike.
The mouth-watering pies, accompanied by you being able
to make a choice from several favourable pints of real ale, or
a heady cocktail if so minded, are served up daily. The real
ales are from the award winning Saddlers and Hawkshead
breweries and are a great way to wash down your choice of
these wonderful pies, all freshly made on the premises, and
served with a delicious and generous portion of mash and gravy.

For those who enjoy live entertainment, the bar has also
introduced live music each Saturday from 7pm until 10pm and
Open Mic lovers will be delighted to join in and showcase their
talents on a Wednesday evening from 8-30pm until late.
A trip to Sanctuary Tap should be on your ‘to do’ list when
visiting the city centre. The bar is aptly named as it really is a
place of Sanctuary. You will not be disappointed by the food
and drinks that are served here, and always with a friendly smile
and a knowledgeable description of the beers on offer should
you wish to discover more about them.
Open from 11am until late 7 days a week, Sanctuary Tap
offers a great alternative to the cocktail bars and high end
restaurants that are in abundance on Castle Street.

SANCTUARY TAP • 18 CASTLE STREET • LIVERPOOL L2 0NE
T: 0151 227 4720
@SanctuaryTap
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In close proximity to the city’s popular shopping, tourist and
business destinations, Rox’s popular day-to-night venue is the ideal
place to enjoy your weekend drinks, after work gatherings or casual
lunchtime dining with friends or work colleagues. Serving a varied
selection of tempting signature cocktails and delicious dishes,
Rox has got everyone covered.
Here at Rox, you can expect great food and exquisite drinks, no
matter what time of day you visit. From a sumptuous breakfast
through to tasty late night bites, Rox has something for everyone.
Choose from the tempting and very popular Breakfast, Lunch or
After Dark menus. Guests can also enjoy a ‘Bottomless Brunch’
that includes any breakfast item and 90 minutes of unlimited fizz.
Whether you’re visiting for a drink or a bite to eat, make yourself
at home; sink into the comfortable lounge seating and enjoy the
luxury surroundings as you unwind and let the friendly, welcoming
staff take care of the rest.

HIRE US
Are you looking to host a party or event in the heart of Liverpool’s
vibrant city centre? Look no further! With opulent surroundings,
quality food and drink and a friendly team on hand to make sure
everything runs smoothly, Rox is the ideal destination for a private
event.
Want to know more?
Get in touch and a member of the team will be happy to help.
BOOK NOW AT www.roxliverpool.com

16 CASTLE STREET • LIVERPOOL L2 0NE • Tel: 0151 352 1316 • E: info@roxliverpool.co.uk
www.roxliverpool.co.uk
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NEWS
in brief
...............
Danny Kruger

Employer of the Year Award for

Hairlucinations

Local duo’s television appearance
certainly not POINTLESS
The two founders and business partners of Liverpool Food Hygiene Consultancy
recently teamed up outside of work to take home the prize money – and a trophy
each – when they appeared on the BBC 1’s quiz show POINTLESS, hosted by
Alexander Armstrong and Richard Osman. The duo showed that their extensive
knowledge is not just confined to the Food & Hygiene industry when they
stormed through to the final of the popular television quiz and won it.
Frank Murray and John Jones, who have also appeared on BBC 2’s quiz show
Eggheads, proved to be too knowledgeable for their three sets of rival pairs in the
POINTLESS show, which asks contestants to try and score as few points as possible
by coming up with answers that no-one else can think of to questions covering a
variety of categories. The programme, Episode 50, Series 19, was shown on Friday
8th June and right from the first category Frank and John showed that the jocular
observation of host Richard Osman would prove to be correct, as he told the
studio audience and television viewers that “These two obviously mean business.
They have definitely come here from Liverpool to take the money.” Frank and John
each came up with answers in the category that scored no points, so adding
£250 each to the prize money.
In the head-to-head section they defeated their rivals by 2-1, and went on to
conquer the final category; Name Three International Twenty20 Cricket teams.
The pair named Afghanistan, Holland and Nepal as their answers and their first
answer, Nepal, returned pointless, so giving Frank and John the prize money
and a POINTLESS trophy each to return home with.
Pictured: Frank and John on television screen and with their POINTLESS trophies
in the Vernon Arms, Liverpool.

THE THREE GRACES ROSE GIN
making huge impact on region’s gin drinkers
Since launching The Three Graces Rose Gin back in May, the unprecedented popularity
and phenomenal growth of this new, exciting brand has amazed everyone at The Three
Graces Liverpool Ltd, the company behind this new great drink. One the company’s three
partners, Drew Hutchinson, said, “The success of The Three Graces Rose Gin is fantastic
news for all of us and we want to sincerely thank our market partners in assisting us
with our new product. Our client base continues to build rapidly, with some clients even
establishing gin pop - up bars at locations around the city. We would especially like to
thank The Grand Central on Renshaw Street and Florist on Hardman Street, Liverpool,
which are both fantastic venues for food and serving up our pink, Rose Gin cocktails.”
One of Drew’s fellow partners, Sam Mercer, enthused, “We are now the favourite Rose
Gin in more than fifty bar/restaurant venues around the city centre and our surrounding
suburbs and towns, including; Woolton, Allerton, Crosby, St Helens, Waterloo, Rainford,
Rainhill and Wigan. We are also being launched nationally in fifteen Florist and Botanist
bar/restaurants throughout the country.” Alan Hutchinson, third partner at The Three
Graces Liverpool Ltd added, “We happily supported the recent 2018 Merseyside Women
of the Year Awards by donating a case of The Three Graces Rose Gin, along with a case of
our special The Three Graces Rose Gin glasses, for their silent auction. This awards event
was attended and enjoyed by Kate Hutchinson, Jennifer Mercer and Danika Wilkinson of
The Three Graces Liverpool Ltd, along with their friend Claire Smith.”
The trio were unanimous in their delight at the popularity of The Three Graces Rose Gin.
“Our success proves our company ethos that we wanted to create a spirit that is unique
to us, our city and its heritage and, indeed, to our country.”
There is no doubt that this is a gin that says, “This is who we are, and this is what we do;
The Three Graces Rose Gin, the ‘Spirit of Liverpool’ and a Rose Gin to remember!”
www.thethreegracesliverpool.co.uk
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Bootle New Strand Shopping Centre is celebrating
50 years of trading in 2018, having opened in May
1968, and the Centre’s longest serving tenant is
also celebrating this year, after receiving one of
our region’s most prestigious awards.
Founded by John Butcher, Hairlucinations is one of our
region’s most reputable Hair & Beauty salons and has been
established in Bootle since 1973. Last year the company
were nominated for the National Apprenticeships Awards,
winning the North West Regional Apprenticeship award,
and this year Hairlucinations has collected the Sefton
Apprenticeship Employer of the Year 2018 award.
Hairlucinations Company Director Barry Cochrane, said of
the salon’s achievement, “To come home to The Centre
where it all started with this award means something very
special to the team here at Hairlucinations. To win the
Sefton Apprenticeship Employer of the Year 2018 award,
following on from last year’s national success, is a
testament to the teamwork and community-focussed
business that Hairlucinations has become over the past
45 years of its trading. I am delighted with this recognition
for our dedication to investing in young people and creating
jobs in our area. All this is not possible without the support
of my outstanding loyal team, some of who also received
long service awards at the presentation. We are all very
proud of the staff here and hope to continue to be a
starting point for future hair and beauty professionals.”
www.hairlucinations.com
Pictured:(L-R): Lord Mayor of Sefton, Cllr David Robinson,
Angela Kayes (Manager Hairlucinations), Barry Cochrane
(CD Hairlucinations), and Roland Parry (Manager Strand
Shopping Centre).
Photo by Activate Digital.

Chris Witterick

Liverpool’s number one collaborative
workspace LAB by Capacity
offers boost to social entrepreneurs
Social entrepreneurs from across the Liverpool city region have
competed for a £1,000 cash prize and free use of Liverpool’s
leading collaborative workspace, LAB by Capacity, which
began life as Launch 22 in 2015 and brought the collaborative
working ethos to the city for the first time.
Now the facility, home to 61 businesses, has undergone a rebrand
worth almost £100,000 to begin the next stage of its evolution that
will see it reaching out to up and coming entrepreneurs and social
innovators in Merseyside. There will also be a regular programme of
high-profile speakers at special events, with an emphasis on social
entrepreneurship and business growth. This kicked off with a talk
from senior Government advisor Danny Kruger, the UK’s ‘Tsar for Civil
Society’ in early June. Mr Kruger took part in a dynamic, two-way
discussion with an audience of local public, private and third sector
leaders. One of the major conclusions that emerged from the session
was the notion that businesses needed to dispense with their
“amateur” approach to corporate social responsibility and put social
value at the heart of their business models. And that is exactly the ethos
of LAB by Capacity, which is also offering its members a mentoring
programme and series of business growth workshops designed to
turbo-charge the dynamic cohort of entrepreneurs in residence.
On Thursday, June 28, the team introduced their first ‘Social Pitch
Night’ that saw six social entrepreneurs pitch their transformational
business ideas to a panel of experts for a chance to win a £1,000
cash prize, courtesy of sponsors Page Personnel, three months free
membership of LAB by Capacity and potential investment into their
venture. The winner was Innovate Volunteering, a Knowsley social
enterprise that provides training for people who want to make a
contribution to their communities. Many of the people they train are
themselves survivors of challenging life experiences, such as domestic
violence, who want to use their experiences to help others.
Chris Witterick, operations director at LAB by Capacity, said:
“Launch 22 was a real trailblazer for Liverpool when it opened its doors
three years ago and now LAB by Capacity is taking the concept onto a
new level. Innovate Volunteering were truly worthy winners of our first
Social Pitch Night. That said, all of the runners-up were also incredibly
deserving of their nominations! So, we decided to award all of them
three months free membership at LAB. We felt that they would benefit
from a city centre base and the training we can provide on growing
social business.”
www.capacitylab.co.uk

Queen and Duchess of Sussex
take centre stage at
official opening of
Chester Storyhouse
On Thursday 14th June, Her Majesty The Queen and
The Duchess of Essex, Meghan Markle, were in our region to
officially open the Mersey Gateway Bridge before travelling
from Runcorn/Widnes to Chester to then officially open the
£37million Storyhouse Theatre. The wonderful cultural centre,
located on Hunter Street, had opened its door to the public in
May and on their arrival the royal’s stood outside to observe a
minute’s silence held to mark the first anniversary of the Grenfell
Tower disaster in London. During their visit to the Storyhouse,
The Queen and The Duchess met a variety of Community group
leaders, arts organisations, school children and actors. They also
watched the cast of a current Storyhouse production, Swallows
and Amazons, perform a song from the show before they were
then further entertained by a performance of the Tolga Kashif
song ‘A Drop In The Ocean’ given by 300 Chester school children.
Before leaving the Storyhouse, The Queen unveiled a special
plaque to mark the centre’s official opening. The royal visitors
then moved on to Chester Town Hall, where thousands of people
had gathered to catch sight of The Queen and The Duchess as
they were greeted by the Lord Mayor of Chester, Councillor
Alex Black, before going inside to enjoy a formal lunch hosted
by Cheshire West and Chester Council.
Photographs by Dave Evans

New Chair for
Liverpool Commercial District BID
Morecrofts Solicitors business operations partner Julie Johnson was
recently appointed as the new chair of Liverpool Commercial District BID.
The Commercial District BID is part of the Liverpool BID Company, an
independent, non-profit organisation representing the interests of
1,500 businesses in Liverpool city centre. Julie steps up to the lead role
after seven years on the BID operating board, being deputy chair for the
last year, and she also holds a position on the Liverpool BID Company
executive board. Julie said: I am incredibly proud to have become chair of
the Commercial District BID. We have seen some significant changes across
the district over the last seven years and I hope our levy payers will join me
in ensuring that we not only deliver our objectives for three years of the
current BID term and beyond, but also ensure the Commercial District
remains the city’s economic heartbeat for years to come.”
www.liverpoolbidcompany.com
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Spotlight on...

Sean Marshall MARLA
Managing Director
Marshall Property: Estate and Letting Agents in Liverpool
WHERE WERE YOU BORN AND WHICH SCHOOLS
DID YOU ATTEND?
I was born in Aigburth and I attended St Austin’s Junior School before
going on to St Margaret’s Secondary School.
IN WHICH AREA DO YOU LIVE NOW?
I still live in south Liverpool now, close to Allerton Road.
WHAT IS YOUR CAREER BACKGROUND?
I started my career in the construction and building industry, joining the
trade straight out of school. I worked for a Liverpool based shopfitting
company for a couple of years then went on to work with my Dad at the
family business Marshall Property Construction as a foreman and then
went on to be a contracts manager.
In 2011 we set up our own letting agency utilising our experience in the
construction and property development industry to provide property
management services to clients. The business grew from there to be the
full-service estate and lettings agency that it is today. Marshall Property
Group now consists of our estate and lettings agency, our facilities
management department and the construction company. It is a family
business and we are able to rely on a team of directors with almost
100 years’ experience in the property and construction industry.
WHAT DOES YOUR ROLE INVOLVE AT MARSHALL PROPERTY?
Day to day I get involved in all aspects of the business to make sure
everyone is kept happy, whether that be a client or a member of our
growing team. I am responsible for developing the business and I enjoy
getting out of the office and meeting with property owners, landlords
and developers.
OUTSIDE OF YOUR WORKING HOURS
WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE PASTIME?
I am a real workaholic, so my hobbies are few and far between. I enjoy
travelling and take regular city breaks. Any spare time I spend at home is
often in the company of family and friends

LIVERPOOL’S FINEST FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE REVEALED AT

LIVERPOOL BID MYSTERY SHOP AWARDS 2018
Liverpool BID Company’s annual Mystery Shop Awards, held at Leaf, Bold Street, in June
has revealed the city’s best shops, hotels, leisure businesses and eateries
when it comes to customer service.
WONGS JEWELLERS on Whitechapel scooped the Best Independent
Retailer award for the second successive year and were joined as the
best in their respective sectors by easyHotel, the accommodation
provide on Castle Street, Jenny’s Bar leisure & hospitality venue on
Fenwick Street, M A C national retailer, located at Metquarter, and
LILA service provider on North John Street. Awards for the most
improved businesses went to Clas Ohlson, Holiday Inn, Prescient,
Johnsons the Cleaners and Lili Bizarre.
The Mystery Shop Awards are a cornerstone of Liverpool BID
Company’s activity that aims to proactively work with its BID levy
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payers businesses to develop employee skills and encourage high
standards in customer service. With Liverpool regularly voted as
one of the UK’s friendliest cities it’s no surprise to see the city’s
businesses maintaining a high standard of customer service
across all sectors. The results of the mystery shopping showed an
increase in the number of businesses rated at 100%, rising from
19 in 2017 to 23 this year. The number of businesses surveyed
matched last year’s record total of 200 and 75 of those were rated
90% or better.

WHAT WOULD BE YOUR DREAM HOLIDAY DESTINATION?
New Zealand – and I am fortunate enough to be going there soon and
really looking forward to it
WHO OR WHAT MAKES YOU LAUGH
Most things really! I have come to find that a good sense of
humour helps get me through the working day!
IF YOU BOOKED A TABLE FOR 6 FOR A DINNER PARTY,
WHICH 5 GUESTS (PAST OR PRESENT) WOULD YOU LIKE
TO HAVE SITTING WITH YOU?
For musical discussion it would be Elvis Presley and Hannah Reid of
London Grammar. I would love to talk with Marlon Brando about his
career and acting in general and likewise David Duchovny (Hank Moody
in the series Californication), who writes acts, produces, directs and sings
– an all round great talent. Richard Branson, who I admire for all he has
achieved since leaving school with no qualifications.
WHAT’S YOUR FAVOURITE GUILTY PLEASURE?
A cold beer in a beer garden.
WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE BOOK AND FILM OF ALL TIME?
My favourite book is the King of Torts by John Grisham.
The Godfather films are my favourites and I couldn’t pick which one of
them I like the best!

IF YOU WON THE LOTTERY WHAT WOULD YOU DO?
I would take all my family and friends on a cruise round the world.
BACK TO WORK! –
WHAT ARE YOUR MAIN AMBITIONS
WITH MARSHALL PROPERTY GOING FORWARD?
We are expanding in all areas of the business and investing heavily
in growing our facilities and block management portfolio, as we
have particular expertise in this area and offer property owners a
comprehensive service, including our own in-house maintenance
and property development department. We plan for further
expansion through organic growth and acquisition as and when
the right opportunities present themselves.
HOW CAN YOU BE CONTACTED AT MARSHALL PROPERTY?
Email: office@marshall-property.co.uk
Tel: 0151 242 0870
Web: www.marshall-property.co.uk
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When completion of the development is in place they then provide
a full lettings and management package.
Marshall property’s residential teams at their high street branches
assist homeowners with sales and local landlords with lettings
and management. Adds Sean, “We are quite unique in the way
we operate, as we are more than an agency. We provide in-house
construction and development and facilities/block management to
compliment our initial offering, so all our clients benefit from a full
circle service. Customer service is at the heart of everything we do,
we are a family business and our values are very important to us.
We have built a successful business based on referrals and a
longstanding client base.”
Marshall property’s priority is to ensure that they fully understand
your goals and requirements, so they can help you find the perfect
property, be it a smart city centre apartment, a family home or even
student rental accommodation. The teams at both the City Centre
office and the Allerton Road office are able to advise on the best
area and type of property to suit you once they know exactly what
you are looking for.

MARSHALL
PROPERTY

Buying, selling, mortgage and finance, renting, property management,
asset management, landlord insurance, tenant insurance, emergency
repairs, selective licensing, project and development or block
management – Marshall property is able to offer advice on all
these topics.

OPENING HOURS

Monday: 9am - 5:30pm
Tuesday: 9am - 7pm
Wednesday: 9am - 5:30pm
Thursday: 9am - 7pm
Friday: 9am - 5:30pm
Saturday: 10am - 4pm

Residential sales • Residential lettings & management
Student property specialists • Commercial property Block management
PRS and New build consultancy and management • Investment sales
Property refurbishment & development

M

In 2007, Marshall property construction developed an
industrial refurbishment and construction arm to the
business and began undertaking large industrial
refurbishment and construction works for private
clients around the country, at the same time they also
developed a facilities management division to undertake
the management of the sites on completion in order to
offer our clients an ongoing service.
In 2011 the company entered the residential market and
opened the first branch of Marshall property, the firm’s
residential sales, lettings and management agency. This
part of the business quickly proved to be very successful
and a further branch was opened in Allerton in 2015.
Marshall property now has two estate and lettings
agency branches in Liverpool, one of which is their
head office on Dale Street in Liverpool city centre,
which they moved to in April 2017.

‘‘

We are well positioned in the market
to assist our clients with all property
types. Our residential teams have
experience in family homes, student
and city apartments. We sell investment
property and manage blocks of
apartments for PRS developers.
Our commercial and industrial
department covers the whole of the
country and we manage shopping
parades, shopping centres and
industrial sites throughout the UK.”
Managing Director, Sean Marshall

Today, the Marshall Group comprises of their
residential agency, commercial agency, facilities and
block management department and their construction
and development company.
Sean Marshall
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Through their commercial and industrial
agency department, Marshall property
offer a residential and commercial
agency service acting for private
landlords locally here in Liverpool and
across the country. They are able to
assist with marketing, lease agreements,
sales and acquisitions. They also act
for property developers and provide
a full service from land sourcing and
acquisition through to planning
procurement, sales and marketing.

CITY CENTRE &
NORTH LIVERPOOL
83–85 Dale Street, Liverpool,
Merseyside, L2 2HT
Tel: 0151 242 0870
Email: city@marshall-property.co.uk

ESTATE AND LETTING AGENTS

ARSHALL property is a family business that
has 32 years of trading behind them, having
been founded in 1986. The company originally
began as a painting and decorating contracting business,
but the business grew into other areas over the years
and by the early 2000’s the company had developed into
a full service shopfitting company, undertaking work in
the leisure, and retail sectors.

MARSHALL PROPERTY

Pictured above: (L-R) Sean Marshall (Director), Paul Marshall (Chief executive officer)
and Paul Marshall Jnr (Director)

The team behind Marshall Property group are all very passionate
about Liverpool. Sean said,

‘‘

We know our city and the people
who live here. Our Directors were born
and bred here and have been actively
involved in our city’s continued growth
over recent years. We are able to offer
guidance and advice to our clients that
is based on first-hand experience. Our
branches are located in key locations in
Liverpool and when you visit them you
will discover for yourselves the friendly
and professional service that we have
been providing since our founding in
1986.”
Managing Director, Sean Marshall

MARSHALL PROPERTY

ALLERTON
372 Smithdown Road, Allerton,
Liverpool, L15 5AN
Tel: 0151 733 1879
Email: enquiries@marshall-property.co.uk
OPENING HOURS

Monday: 9am - 5:30pm
Tuesday: 9am - 7pm
Wednesday: 9am - 5:30pm
Thursday: 9am - 7pm
Friday: 9am - 5:30pm
Saturday: 10am - 5:30pm

www.marshall-property.co.uk
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DAVE THE PAP’S

SEEN IN LIVERPOOL PICS
Liverpool’s Dave ‘the Pap’ Evans, is a well known local photographer
and he regularly shares with My Planet Liverpool some of his great pics
of celebrities and local people that visit or live in our wonderful city.
Look out for more pictures, courtesy of Dave, in our next issue.
1) Actress Amanda Clapham. The attractive Hollyoaks star (she played
Holly Cunningham) was in Liverpool for her ‘Leaving the Show’ party at
Constellations in the Baltic Triangle.
2) Liverpool boxer Tony ‘Bomber’ Bellew with members of the Hilton
Hotel staff the day before his wedding to long time partner Rachel Roberts.
3) Some of the beautiful dancers who added to the glorious sunshine at
Brasilica 2018
4) Singer songwriter Ed Sheeran was spotted in Liverpool to film a cameo
role in an upcoming new rom-com film by Richard Curtis.
5) (L-R) Hollyoaks actresses Sarah Jayne Dunn, Amanda Clapham and
Stephanie Waring at Constellations for Amanda's 'Leaving the Show' party.
6) Liverpool born artist Anthony Brown (left) with Joe Ankrah at
Liverpool’s Bluecoat Gallery. Anthony is a talented artist, designer,
illustrator and musician. Joe is also a talented artist and musician and
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www.begbies-traynor.com

was one of the original five members of The Chants, an early 1960s Toxteth
band that became one of Liverpool’s most popular vocal harmony acts.
7) Liverpool born duo Rachael Rhodes (on left), Capital FM Radio
presenter, with Melissa Reeves, International DJ, at The Florist
restaurant on Hardman Street.
8) Paul McCartney greets fans outside the Philharmonic pub during
his recent surprise visit to his city of birth.
9) 2013 Wimbledon Ladies Singles Champion Marion Bartoli at the
Williams BMW Liverpool International Tennis Tournament 2018.
10) Laura Phillips (black hat), the wife of first Big Brother winner Craig
Phillips, with Nicole Francis (in red), award winning owner of Lip Couture,
Crosby, and their friends at the Williams BMW Liverpool International
Tennis Tournament 2018.
Photographs courtesy Dave Evans

Ofﬁces across the UK. www.begbies-traynor.com
Begbies Traynor (Central) LLP, a limited liability partnership, registered in England and Wales No: OC306540. Registered Ofﬁce: 340 Deansgate, Manchester M3 4LY
A member of the Begbies Traynor Group: Specialist Professional Services. www.begbies-traynorgroup.com
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TIPS TO STAY
GDPR COMPLIANT

So the GDPR deadline passed and your inbox was deluged with requests to
confirm your opt-in to websites you had long forgotten. The company you
bought a shoe rack from in 2004 was suddenly desperate for you to confirm you are
happy to be on their mailing list. The deadline has now passed and it doesn’t seem like
much has changed – the headlines might have stopped, but your inboxes are still full of
spam and we’re left with a slightly confusing regulation.

What does GDPR mean for your small business?
Here are five simple tips to show regulators
you are taking sensible steps.

Begbies Traynor is one of the most respected and experienced business rescue specialists.
It operates through a national network of over 50 offices and enjoys an excellent reputation for the provision
of professional services to businesses, their Owners and advisers, Bankers and other financial institutions in the
specialist areas of Recovery, Restructuring, Corporate Advisory, Finance plus Investigation and Risk management.
John Fairbrother, partner at the Liverpool office of Begbies Traynor,
takes a closer look at the considerable number of businesses under pressure on Merseyside…
Running a business is tricky enough in the best of times.
When it comes to tackling the turbulent economic climate
of 2018 and dealing with the looming uncertainty of Brexit,
it is unsurprising that many firms on Merseyside are feeling
the squeeze. However, one thing is for sure – the risk of
extending credit to your customers and clients is getting
greater.
Knowing the financial position of your clients, customers
and supply chain is critical if your business is to survive.
Indeed, if your company is already struggling, you should
take action to find a solution to the problem rather than
burying your head in the sand. Dealing with those who owe
your company money can be difficult; however, being
armed with the right knowledge of those you are doing
business with can go a considerable way towards protecting
your business from unpaid invoices and bad debt.

DISTRESS SIGNALS
The fact is that more than 6,500 companies across Merseyside showed signs of “significant” financial distress at the
close of Q1 (The first quarter) in 2018, representing a considerable 29 per cent hike on the same time last year.
Begbies Traynor’s latest Red Flag Alert report, which monitors
the financial health of UK companies, has revealed that
6,767 businesses in Merseyside were experiencing significant
financial distress at the end of the first quarter of 2018.
Despite these disappointing figures, there was actually a 3%
reduction in the number of Merseyside companies in distress
compared to the previous quarter in 2017 (Q4 2017: 6,991),
indicating some promising signs for firms across the region.

RISKY SECTORS
Some business sectors have been hit much harder
than others. Sectors with the largest volume of
businesses in distress in Merseyside are Support
Services (1,592 – up 38% year‐on‐year),
Construction (958 – up 21% year‐on‐year) and
Real Estate (715 – up 36% year‐on‐year). Across
all sectors in the regional economy over the last
period, Financial Services saw the largest increase
in distress (up by 59%), followed by Professional
Services (up by 50%) and Media (up by 43%).

John Fairbrother

‘Significant distress’ relates to businesses that are displaying what
are considered to be the early warning signs of financial difficulty.
This includes those that have had CCJs for debts under £5,000 filed
against them and those displaying a marked deterioration in key
financial ratios. These symptoms may precede ‘critical’ distress,
which relates to businesses that have winding up petitions or CCJs of
more than £5,000 taken out against them.

ANALYSIS
This substantial 29% increase occurred exactly 12 months after the
UK triggered Article 50 to begin the process of exiting the EU. There is
uncertainty across all sectors regarding what the outcome of these
negotiations will be, but this is not the only factor causing these levels
of distress on Merseyside.
Currency fluctuations, low real wage growth, rising interest rates and
subdued consumer spending have also all made an impact on the
performance of businesses across Merseyside over the past year. Economic
and political instability is challenging for all SMEs, and company directors
should seek professional advice if they are concerned about cash flow or
the financial health of their business at the first sign of problems.

If you want to discuss this report in more detail, please contact:
John Fairbrother: T: 0151 227 4040 E: john.fairbrother@begbies-traynor.com
Jason Greenhalgh: T: 0151 227 4010 E: jason.greenhalgh@begbies-traynor.com
Liverpool Office: 1 Old Hall Street • Liverpool L3 9HF
www.begbies-traynor.com
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CONDUCT AN INFORMATION AUDIT
As a starting point, assimilate all the data you keep and
record it. If you can answer these three questions,
then you’re going in the right direction.

• What data do you keep?
• How does your business use this data?
• Who do you share it with?
Knowing what data flows through your organisation is an
essential starting point for demonstrating compliance.

UPDATE PRIVACY NOTICES

5

ASSIGN A RESPONSIBLE PERSON
Depending on the type of business, there will be
a level of oversight needed. You should task
someone with developing processes, checking
compliance, and working on requests. The formal
title for this person is the Data Protection Officer,
and you can choose to hire someone, outsource
this part-time or, if you are only processing a
small amount of data, appoint a current staff
member to oversee it. Whichever you choose,
make sure GDPR compliance is the clear
responsibility of one person in the organisation.

This information will be a window into your business; if your
privacy notice doesn’t encapsulate GDPR, it’s signalling that
you probably aren’t being as careful as you should. Under
GDPR there are a few extra points that need to be included,
like your lawful basis for processing the data, data retention
periods, and the rights of individuals. The information should
be provided clearly, so take time to get these notices up to
speed.

BE CLEAR ON CONSENT
The recent deluge of emails has been from businesses seeking
clarity on your consent for them to use your data. The
Information Commissioner’s Office says consent must be
“freely given, specific, informed and unambiguous. There
must be positive opt-in”. You don’t need to get consent from
everyone again, but you should at least re-obtain consent
from anyone if their original consent doesn’t meet the GDPR
standard. Looking forward, build processes that do meet the
standard – focusing on the positive opt-in where people can
demonstrate that they give you permission to use their data.

UNDERSTAND ACCESS REQUESTS
It’s likely that as GDPR standards become more well-known
and people understand their rights, you may start to see
requests for information or deletion. It is good practice to
document your process for dealing with these requests.
It’s worth noting that the timeframe for dealing with
requests has reduced to a month. For some businesses,
deleting data completely may be time-consuming,
so working out your processes ahead of time
will signal that you’re prepared, and save
you time and stress in the long run.

If you are concerned about GDPR,
Red Flag Alert’s software is an
excellent solution. All Planet
Liverpool readers can book a free
consultation to see how effective
data management is crucial for
GDPR compliance.
Richard West
T: 0161 451 5724
E: richard@redflagalert.com

Begbies Traynor is the corporate recovery and insolvency division of Begbies Traynor Group.
Their Liverpool office is located at No. 1 Old Hall Street in the heart of Liverpool’s business community.
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Yo
Y
ou’re
Never Alone
Everyone has mental health.
a
There is always hope.
Att Chasing the Stigma, we have created the Hub of
A
Hope to bring local and national mental health
services together in one place.
In just one year we’ve helped more than 16,500
people across the UK ﬁnd the support they needed
through our free app.
We
W
e want to continue making it easier to access and
receive help. We want to remove the stigma
sues for good and we
surrounding mental health iss
want to educate individuals an
a d organisations on
how to talk about mental health and signpost
effffectively to help.

Spotlight on...

Peter Pownall
Licensed Conveyancer
(Specialist Property Lawyer)
Morecrofts Solicitors
www.morecrofts.co.uk
WHERE WERE YOU BORN
AND WHAT SCHOOLS DID YOU ATTEND?
I was born in the Kensington area of Liverpool and attended Butler Street
County Primary School before going on to Liverpool Collegiate Grammar
School on Shaw Street.
IN WHICH AREA DO YOU LIVE NOW?
I have lived in the Aintree area of Liverpool since my marriage 45 years ago.
WHAT IS YOUR CAREER BACKGROUND
AND WHEN DID YOU JOIN MORECROFTS?
Shortly after taking of my ‘O’ Levels in 1967 and leaving the Collegiate
I started as an office junior in a Liverpool City Solicitors’ firm named
Bremner Sons & Corlett. After a year with them I began on my career path
as a conveyancer. After seven years with Bremner’s I moved to Knowsley
Borough Council’s conveyancing department, where I had a wonderful
fourteen years. I then returned to private practice with David Phillips & Partners
in Bootle, dealing with conveyancing and probate and I remained with them
for another fourteen years before joining Scott Rees in Skelmersdale. Two
years later I was offered the opportunity to return to David Phillips & Partners
as Head of the Conveyancing and Probate Departments. I subsequently
returned to the firm and stayed with them for seven years until they decided
to close those departments, which is how I came here to Morecrofts. I have
been here now for seven years and this year is my 51st in conveyancing
WHAT IS YOUR ROLE AT MORECROFTS?
I was appointed as the Head of Morecrofts Property Department in April
2016. I am responsible for the supervision of the fee earners and support
staff, dealing with residential and commercial conveyancing work across our
five offices located throughout the Liverpool City Region.

ﬁn
nd support close to you

Join our mission today, downlload the ap
pp, reg
gister
your mental health support service for free on ourr
website or contact us about our training services.

a p or
Download the free ap
visit online at hubofhop
pe.co.uk

OUTSIDE OF YOUR WORKING HOURS
WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE PASTIME?
Playing badminton and watching football, especially Everton, who I have
supported since I was eight. I also enjoy watching my eldest grandson playing
football, with far more passion and dedication than the overpaid professional
players we have today.
WHAT WOULD BE YOUR DREAM HOLIDAY DESTINATION?
Brazil. It is a country with fabulous music and wonderful football, with great
sightseeing opportunities thrown in too.
WHO OR WHAT MAKES YOU LAUGH?
This is an easy one. My three grandchildren, who are hilarious at times! I also
love the humour of Lee Evans, while the late Ken Dodd was always a favourite
and I consider Fawlty Towers as being comedy genius but it would probably
not be made today because of political correctness.
IF YOU BOOKED A TABLE FOR 6 FOR A DINNER PARTY,
WHICH 5 GUESTS (PAST OR PRESENT)
WOULD YOU LIKE TO HAVE SITTING WITH YOU?
Sport and laughter would provide great entertainment for me – so step up a
great mix of both. I would invite; Alan Ball, the Everton and England legend,
Pele, a world football legend and Mohammed Ali, a sporting and a general
world legend, would be my sporting choices and they would be joined by
John Cleese and Peter Kay, both legends of the world of comedy.
Should make for a great night!
WHAT’S YOUR FAVOURITE GUILTY PLEASURE?
Real ales and brandy – but not mixed!!!

For more in
info visit chasingthes
stigma.co.uk

WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE BOOK AND FILM OF ALL TIME?
I mostly read biographies and autobiographies.
My favourite film is Casino Royale, with Daniel Craig as Bond.

IF YOU WON THE LOTTERY WHAT WOULD YOU DO?
First of all I would ensure all members of my family were
financially secure. I would then donate gifts to some of my
favourite charities. As to whether I would continue working?
That would depend on the amount of money I had won.
BACK TO WORK! – WHAT ARE YOUR MAIN AMBITIONS
WITH MORECROFTS GOING FORWARD?
To keep striving to make the fabulous Morecrofts Property
Team the best it can be.
HOW CAN YOU BE CONTACTED AT MORECROFTS?
Email: pjp@morecrofts.co.uk
Tel: 0151 236 8871
Web: www.morecrofts.co.uk

The Hub of Hope is a produc
du t of Chasing the Stigma. Registered Charity Number 1170757
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Morecrofts
Solicitors in Liverpool and Wirral

REAL-LIFE “JENNY”
DISCUSSES SEXUAL EXPLOITATION
ORDEAL FOR FIRST TIME
A young Morecrofts lawyer whose experience of online sexual
exploitation inspired a well-known education video has addressed
a national conference on child safety. Rhiannon McDonald
was aged just 13 when she was duped into sharing personal
information via Instant Messenger, leading to her being contacted
in real life and ultimately hurt.
Rhiannon had never spoken publicly about her experience, but it was
used anonymously as the basis for Jenny’s Story, a hard-hitting film for
secondary school pupils that was launched in 2005 and is still used
widely today in schools across the UK. Now aged 28 and working as a
paralegal at Morecrofts, Rhiannon decided to waive her right to
anonymity in the hope of inspiring more young victims to speak out.
She hosted a workshop at The Marie Collins Foundation International
Conference, which took place at the BT Tower in London on 20th and
21st June.
Rhiannon said: “My story was unique to me and yet all too common.
I was aware of the need to be careful online and I thought I wasn’t
giving away any personal information, by the time I realised it was out
of control it was already too late. I was too embarrassed and frightened
to tell anyone what I had done. I tried to block the perpetrator but
he started calling me and leaving threatening messages. Our family
happened to move house, which meant he could no longer find me,
and it was only when the police later discovered my information on
his computer that I was forced to tell people what had happened.
Without that, I may never have told anyone.
“It was very daunting for me to finally speak out about what happened
to me as a teenager, but I feel it was worthwhile if it encourages more
young people to come forward and share their own experiences of
online grooming and exploitation. With so many different devices and
social media channels available today, online sexual exploitation of
children and young people remains a critical issue across our society.
It’s important therefore that we can bring together professionals from a
range of backgrounds and perspectives. Charities such as Childnet and
The Marie Collins Foundation do some excellent work and I would urge
any young person affected by these issues to get in touch with them.”
Childnet: www.childnet.com
The Marie Collins Foundation: wwwmariecollinsfoundation.org.uk
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Alison Lobb

Julie Johnson

MORECROFTS DUO
SALUTE THE POWER OF
FEMALE LEADERSHIP
Two female partners at Morecrofts Solicitors have been
recognised for their commitment to the Liverpool city
region economy. Alison Lobb and Julie Johnson hope
that their latest achievements demonstrate the growing
strength of women at the top of the local business
community and signal a brighter path for the next
generation of female leaders.
Managing partner Alison Lobb received the Spirit of the
City award at this year’s Merseyside Women of the Year
Awards (see page 37), while business operations partner
Julie Johnson was recently appointed as the new chair of
Liverpool Commercial District BID (see page 30).
Alison received the Spirit of the City accolade in honour of
her commitment to the region’s independent business
community, notably the annual Merseyside Independent
Business (MIB) Awards, which is organised and hosted by
Morecrofts. She said of receiving her award, “To spend an
afternoon in the company of so many incredible women and
to be nominated alongside them was a real privilege, so to
actually receive an award was a really special moment for me.
In addition to hosting the MIB Awards, on a daily basis our
team delivers a range of seminars, training and mentoring
advice to local businesses, so this award is testament to the
hard work of the entire Morecrofts team.“
Julie added, “Of our thirteen partners, ten are women, which
is a rarity in itself, and Morecrofts has long been seen as
somewhere that female lawyers choose to come and pursue
their careers. That gives us a unique position from which to
inspire and support the female leaders of the future, and we
are delighted to continue having that opportunity.”
Summing up her and Julie’s achievements Alison said,
“Both Julie and I are incredibly proud to be continuing the
long tradition of strong female leadership at Morecrofts.
Our cohort of partners, all highly regarded in their own
right, also provide their time and expertise to many other
organisations within the city region, whether sitting on boards
and committees, or serving as directors of professional
organisations. We are delighted to be contributing to the
development of the next generations of female leaders
through mentoring and supporting so many young women
both within and outside the firm.”

HELEN RETURNS ‘HOME’
TO MORECROFTS
Private client specialist Helen Robins has returned to
Morecrofts Solicitors. Helen left Morecrofts last year,
following a ten-year spell, in order to join Hodge Halsall
Solicitors, but has now returned to the firm she calls
‘home’ to lead its Court of Protection team.
Based primarily at the firm’s Crosby office, Helen specialises in
representing clients who no longer have the capacity to handle
their own affairs and require support with financial planning,
benefits arrangements, care services or housing provision.
Her return is a further boost to the private client team at
Morecrofts following the recent promotion of Maureen
Holloway to associate solicitor and the appointment of three
new trainee solicitors. Helen said: “To work and succeed in this
area of law you need genuine passion and compassion and
here at Morecrofts we are regularly called upon to help with all
manner of issues affecting a client’s life, from reorganising their
finances to finding a new home for their cat. I don’t know of
any firm that has those qualities more in abundance than
Morecrofts and I am thrilled to be coming home. The team has
grown and evolved even in the short time I’ve been away due
to our burgeoning reputation as one of the best private client
practices around. I am looking forward to further enhancing
that position and ensuring the best possible outcomes for
every one of our clients.”
Alison Lobb, managing partner at Morecrofts Solicitors, added:
“Helen is one of the most skilled Court of Protection lawyers in
the region, so when we saw there was an opportunity for her
to come back, we didn’t hesitate. Our private client team has
won many awards and accolades for its personal, caring
approach when clients are at their most vulnerable and Helen’s
return will only make that service even stronger.”

LIVERPOOL: Cotton Exchange, Old Hall Street, Liverpool L3 9LQ T: 0151 236 8871
ALLERTON: 32 Allerton Road, Allerton, Liverpool, L18 1LN T: 0151 909 2191
CROSBY: 2 Crown Buildings, Liverpool Road, Crosby, Liverpool L23 5SR T: 0151 924 9234
WOOLTON: 7 Church Road, Woolton, Liverpool L25 5JE T: 0151 428 1911
BIRKENHEAD: 30 Hamilton Square, Birkenhead, Wirral CH41 6AZ T: 0151 666 2210
www.morecrofts.co.uk
Rhiannon McDonald

in/MorecroftsSolicitors

@Morecrofts

@MorecroftsHRB
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Helen Robins

Navigating your way around legal issues can be confusing but with the support of Morecrofts’ specialist solicitors,
a private and commercial solicitors with offices in Liverpool and Wirral, you can be sure that you won’t put a foot wrong.
Established in 1813, Morecrofts Solicitors is one of Liverpool’s oldest and most respected Private and Commercial Law
Firms offering services nationwide. The firm take great pride in their legal excellence and exceptional customer service,
a formula that has resulted in clients returning time and time again. You will not be bombarded with buzzwords and
complicated terminology, it’s just not Morecrofts’ thing! Instead they offer a broad range of services and flexible payment
options designed to suit your needs. Whether you are an individual seeking legal advice on a personal matter or a business
looking for support and guidance in the commercial world Morecrofts has the skills and experience to help you.

Want crystal
clear legal advice?
We won’t bombard you with
buzzwords & complicated
terminology, it’s not our thing!
Our friendly, experienced staff
are available to advise on:
• Wills & probate
• Personal Injury
• Family Law
• Education
• Litigation
• Conveyancing
• Commercial law
• Property
• Employment & HR
• Advice for Business
• Services for the Elderly

For more information call us today on:

0151 236 8871
or email info@morecrofts.co.uk
Liverpool City Centre

Crosby

www.morecrofts.co.uk

Woolton

Wirral

/MorecroftsSolicitors

Allerton
@Morecrofts

Morecrofts LLP offers legal advice on a broad range of services for individuals and businesses LLP No. OC333433

Professional Liverpool and
The Sales Dojo smash the targets
at Telemarketing Takeover

Professional Liverpool continued their push to help members hit
growth numbers with the latest in a series of Sales Dojo events, this
one held on 2nd July in the fabulous Grand Hall at 30 James Street.
TWENTY members from a variety of different companies and sectors from across
the city region spent the full day at a workshop entitled “The Telemarketing
Takeover” where The Sales Dojo team ran small focused workshops alongside
canvassing sessions in order to open doors to new clients and to help support
sustained growth across various sectors.
Leon McCowan from The Sales Dojo said “We know telemarketing is tough. We
know appointment setting is hard and we know prospecting is difficult. So; when
you are doing this alone or in small numbers it becomes even more difficult. Nobody
to listen to! Nobody to learn from! Nobody to bounce off! ”In the last year since
we started The Sales Dojo we have spoken to so many individuals who came to us
with the same challenge of working alone or in small groups and we wanted to do
something to help them overcome these challenges and improve their confidence.”
With over 100 years of combined experience in the sector, John Haynes (International
Coaching Academy) Dave Verburg (Asentiv) and Chris Dawson (6th Door), who
were the telemarketing trainers and coaches on the day, were able to help all
those who attended to build a pipeline of opportunities, gain confidence and
skills, and set up sales meetings with their target market, which was of course
attracting prospective clients.
The event was the first in a series of three that The Sales Dojo are running.
Taking over some of the most iconic buildings in Liverpool, the team are
bringing together cold calling, telemarketing, telecanvassing and
appointment setting brains from across our region for three HUGE
days of booking meetings with prospective clients. At each event,
they plan to have 50 people on the phone, enjoying prospecting
and making 100+ meetings for the coming months, so that
attendees can all earn those bonuses, hit those targets and buy
those new shoes!
Feedback from those in attendance on the first event was really
positive. Phil Clark of Oakdale Insolvency commented “I have not
undertaken telemarketing for years and even then I made it up as
I went along. With the tips and advice I received, I managed to
arrange four appointments with professionals who can pass work
on to me and I actually received a lead from one of them as well. It
was a fantastic day and I am looking forward to next one. Oh, and
the food was fantastic – and amazingly the whole day was free!”
Creative Design Agency Mashbo sent along Business Development
Executive Shaun Roberts and he said after the event “Picking up the
phone can be tough but surrounding myself with other individuals,
who are all striving to achieve the same goals in helping to grow a
successful business, was a huge motivator. I picked up great tips and
booked in some solid meetings. Hats off to Leon and Chris for taking
up an idea and turning it into something that has made a big impact
If you want to get along to the next
straight away! For anyone who has sales calls to make or simply
Telemarketing Takeover day on
wants to learn how to make them, I would recommend getting
20th August then you can very easily.
along to the third event.”
It is free – simply bring your phone,
The Sales Dojo has gone from strength to strength since its inception
in March 2017, with over 1,000 delegates over the sixteen events
some data, a smile and bags of energy!
they have already held across the city. You can find out more about
Spaces are limited so get it cleared in your diary
their third event at: www.thesalesdojo.com or via their social
and get booked on at: www.thesalesdojo.com
media channels.
Photographs by Essod Photography (07940 144906)
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John Hall is the CEO of Professional Liverpool and is a
well-known and highly respected figure in our region’s
business community.
In each edition of My Planet Liverpool John kindly writes
his own views on the professional sector of our city.

Promoting
Professional
Excellence
in the Liverpool City Region
It is strange to think that officially summer only began on 21 June,
yet we have been basking in glorious sunshine for quite a long
period, while parts of Europe appear to have acquired our more
usual less benign climate. Another sign perhaps of our changing
relationship with Europe! Who knows where Brexit discussions
will end up? Whilst I do not agree with most of what President
Trump pronounces; personally, I felt he hit the right note concerning
the weak, over – concessionary approach adopted by Mrs May,
even if his conduct did rather veer towards rudeness having
accepted her invitation to visit Great Britain. No surprise there then!

PL events, business and social, continue to be very well attended.
Andy Heath, CEO of Merseyrail, talked to us about the developments
in the local rail network and the forthcoming changes to the
method of operation of the trains. Along with Liverpool Football
Club’s Foundation, we supported the excellent charity Leadership
Through Sport and listened to an excellent address from LFC CEO
Peter Moore. We also support the United Nation’s Sustainable
Development Goals programme and hosted an event in June as a
precursor to a roadshow that is coming to Liverpool in October.
Liverpool is at the forefront in the UK in this worldwide initiative

Life in Professional Liverpool and the Liverpool City Region goes
On the social side, those members and guests who joined in the
on regardless. Notwithstanding all the uncertainties in the political
Bordeaux Wine Festival and Tall Ships trip up the Mersey had a
arena, I sense a great optimism about the continuing regeneration
thoroughly enjoyable time. My congratulations go to the Council
of our great city. The Knowledge Quarter proceeds apace, Taylor
for showing such initiative in persuading the Bordeaux authorities
Wessing, a multi – national law firm announces that it will open a
to hold their festival in Liverpool, only the fourth time it has been
new office here in September, and the Pegasus
held away from Bordeaux and the first time in
There is a buzz about the the UK. Let’s hope it returns soon. On the 6 July
Group report, commissioned by the Professional
and Business Sector of the Local Enterprise
we held our summer drinks event (see pages
city which is fabulous to
partnership, chaired by Steve Stuart, a former
witness, not just from the 38 & 39) at the Restaurant Bar and Grill, and
PL board member and current ambassador to PL,
this was as popular as ever, with around 100
bumblebees but from the members attending what is always a very cheery
highlights both the growth of the sector but more
business community.
importantly the significant role it plays within the
networking opportunity. Our annual golf day
Long may it continue!
local economy. It also addresses the issues that
at Royal Liverpool Golf Club was also a huge
need resolving such as the lack of ‘Grade A’ office
success (see page 36) with the Club and the
space, the creation of jobs to retain our ever–increasing student
weather looking after us superbly
population post – graduation, increased inward investment and
Whilst writing on our events, I would like to congratulate Rosie
access to finance.
Davies on her recent graduation and wish her every future success
I recently attended a conference chaired by Professor Michael
Parkinson and was encouraged to listen to contributions from
amongst others, Steve Rotheram, Joe Anderson and Asif Hamid.
Dare I say that we are moving closer to a situation where the city
region’s elected representatives are presenting a unified front?
I hope so. At Professional Liverpool, we have spent time refreshing
our strategic plan to 2021 and this can be accessed via our
website. I hope it fits in with your view of Professional Liverpool’s
aspirations.

as she leaves us in September to join one of our member firms
Steven A Hunt & Associates, where she will be working underneath
Anne King as a Junior BDM. That in turn means we welcome
Keri Stanistreet to our team. Keri will be taking over Rosie’s role as
Marketing and Communications Assistant while undertaking her
placement year from the University of Liverpool.
There is a buzz about the city which is fabulous to witness, not
just from the bumblebees but from the business community.
Long may it continue and I hope that you enjoy the rest of what
has (so far) been a splendid summer.

............................................................

For more information on Professional Liverpool and how to become a member
or for details on all future events, please visit www.professionaliverpool.com
or contact:
Professional Liverpool Limited
Suite 111d • Cotton Exchange • Bixteth Street • Liverpool L3 9LQ
Tel: 0151 236 6084 Email: info@professionaliverpool.com
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Spotlight on...

Keri Stanistreet
Professional Liverpool

IN WHICH AREA DO YOU LIVE
AND WHICH SCHOOL DID YOU ATTEND?
I was born in the Isle of Man and moved to Liverpool when I was seven
years old and now live in Aigburth, close to Lark Lane. I attended both
Belvedere and Calderstones Comprehensive schools, experiencing two
starkly contrasting educational experiences!
WHEN DID START AT PROFESSIONAL LIVERPOOL
I am now almost three weeks into my internship. I consider myself to be very
lucky to have the opportunity to gain experience with Professional Liverpool,
which is such an exciting organisation and a very welcoming and friendly
team.
WHAT IS YOUR ROLE AT PROFESSIONAL LIVERPOOL?
I am working as a Marketing communications intern, speaking with members
and assisting Professional Liverpool’s Operations Manager Alex Clark
and Marketing and Events Assistant, Emma Rittenberg.
OUTSIDE OF YOUR WORKING HOURS
WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE PASTIME?
I like to socialise and I love good food. Working with Professional Liverpool
has been an absolute dream for me, as I am essentially being paid to enjoy
both of those things in a wonderful environment! I used to sing as part of an
acoustic duo before I had my daughter, so a night in with the guitar, a decent
bottle of red and something tasty in the oven is my idea of a good time.
WHAT WOULD BE YOUR DREAM HOLIDAY DESTINATION?
I would love to visit New Orleans for the music and Indonesia would also
be a choice, because I would love to experience its great scenery and
delicious food.
WHO OR WHAT MAKES YOU LAUGH?
My four year old daughter Billie makes me laugh every day.
Watching her find her way around the world is entertainment in itself.
IF YOU BOOKED A TABLE FOR 6 FOR A DINNER PARTY,
WHICH 5 GUESTS (PAST OR PRESENT) WOULD YOU LIKE
TO HAVE SITTING WITH YOU?
Coming from a family of strong and resilient females, my mother,
Debbi, is a doctor in Public Health and my sister Nadine is very
successful in the world of engineering, I am inspired by powerful
women who don’t bow to antiquated social rules, women who
are prepared to take risks to transform the world for the better.
We are still so far away from equality on so many levels in most cultures
around the world, so we need to keep raising strong women to get there.

PROFESSIONAL
LIVERPOOL
ANNUAL GOLF DAY

Santander bank
the glory

On an untypical Hoylake day - sunshine and no wind - 76 players, split into 19 fourballs,
took to the links of Royal Liverpool Golf Club to do battle at the Professional Liverpool
Annual Golf Day. Knowing how severe the rough is at RLGC, Professional Liverpool’s CEO
John Hall decided it was wiser not to play and so instead went round in a buggy, with the
popular task of dispensing wine to the thirsty golfers. Some amazingly declined but the majority
were more than happy to accept his hospitality, and once their imbibing was complete they
found that their subsequent shots were much improved on what had gone before!
Although the day was essentially a not-really competitive one (Oh yeah!), there has of course
to be a winning team. This year the triumphant group was the Santander team, which was
comprised of Phil Roscoe and Mark Eastwood (Santander), Matt Noon (Hill Dickinson) and
John Clark (Total Asset Solutions). The runners-up were Davies Partnership Building Services
Consulting Engineers and in third came the team representing accountancy company RSM.
John Hall was quick to praise the Royal Liverpool Golf Club, saying, “The course, though
difficult, was in superb condition and the staff at the club looked after all the players – and
myself – royally. I would also like to give a big thank you to Wundamail and Base Serviced
Apartments for their sponsorship of the event.
Pictured bottom right: The winners (L-R) Phillip Roscoe, Matt Noon, John Clark
and Mark Eastwood, with John Hall (centre)
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Therefore, I would love to sit down over a meal with Emmeline Pankhurst
and Malala Yousafzai, who both greatly helped to increase equality for
females. I would also invite Madonna, for her no-nonsense attitude,
and Marylin Monroe, in order to experience her infamous charisma.
That would certainly be a diverse powerhouse of inspiration for me!
In the interest of balance I would invite the John Travolta that possessed
the magnetism of Danny Zuko, his character in Grease. He could probably
show me a thing or two on the dance floor.
WHAT’S YOUR FAVOURITE GUILTY PLEASURE?
I don’t feel guilty about any of my pleasures!
WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE BOOK AND FILM OF ALL TIME?
My favourite film is Pulp Fiction, which I love, but anything by Quentin
Tarantino I would watch really. I am currently reading a book called
‘What do Women Want’, written by Daniel Bergner. This was first published
in 2013 and provides a very interesting insight into female psychology.
IF YOU WON THE LOTTERY WHAT WOULD YOU DO?
I would buy a new house with a fabulous kitchen. Then I’d love to open
my own restaurant one day.

BACK TO WORK! WHAT ARE YOUR MAIN AMBITIONS GOING FORWARD?
I am really enjoying my time at Professional Liverpool.
As a mature student I have actually found that being in a work
setting, miing with real life grown-ups, a lot more enjoyable
than being at university! I have still got one more year left to
complete my degree but being in an office environment after
being self-employed for many years has made me realise that I
would like to get back to work as soon as possible, as opposed
to continuing my journey in higher education. I am looking
forward to making my mark in the world of business!
HOW CAN YOU BE CONTACTED
AT PROFESSIONAL LIVERPOOL?
Email: keristanistreet@professionaliverpool.com
Tel: 0151 236 6084
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The UK's first double launch
rollercoaster

BLACKPOOL PLEASURE BEACH ARENA

NOW OPEN

OFFER

UNTIL 8TH SEPTEMBER

15

%*

AT

BLACKPOOL PLEASURE BEACH

OFF

book online for great savings

blackpoolpleasurebeach.com

#####

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

#####

MUST SEE SHOW

#####

STUNNINGLY SPECTACULAR

Book online and enter HOTICESIMPLY when prompted or call the Box Office and quote HOTICESIMPLY.
15% offer applies to performances until 8th September 2018 when booked and paid in advance. Available on full priced seats only.
Calls will cost 13 pence per minute plus your telephone companies access charge.
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MERSEYSIDE
WOMEN OF THE YEAR
AWARDS 2018

Michael W. Halsall Solicitors Merseyside Woman of the Year 2018 Sue Connerty (left)
with Collette McCann (Michael W. Halsall Solicitors)

Sue Connerty takes the overall title of
Merseyside Woman of the Year
at the Michael W. Halsall Solicitors
Merseyside Women of the Year Awards 2018
The Merseyside Women of the Year Awards ceremony took place on Friday 22nd June at Liverpool’s Crowne Plaza Hotel,
located on our city’s wonderful waterfront. Representatives from Headline Sponsors Michael W. Halsall Solicitors
were joined by over 450 people to see Sue Connerty receive her award for being chosen as the
Merseyside Woman of the Year 2018, a wonderful honour which is voted for by the general public.
A deserving winner, Sue dedicates her time to helping parents
with children affected by a rare condition collectively known
as Microcephalic Primordial Dwarfism (MPD). In 2008 she
co-founded, along with her husband, the charity ‘Walking With
Giants Foundation’ (WWGF), after her own son was diagnosed
with Majewski Osteodysplastic Primordial Dwarfism Type II
(MOPDII).

MPD. Here, children can be themselves without fear of stares or
remarks, as well as have medical people on hand. They can just
be children – thanks to Sue.
In 2014 her son was re-diagnosed with a subtype of MPD called
Traipe, after doctors, through WWGF, began in-depth research on
different types of Primordial Dwarfism.

Even though only ten years ago, there was little information or
understanding about MPD in the UK or around the world. Sue left
work to run the charity and since then she has helped to change
so many lives all over the world for the better. She works through
time zones to be available day and night, and every year she brings
families throughout the world to Liverpool for a convention for

Photographs by Neil Lloyd

Read more on the MOTY Awards overleaf

➥
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MERSEYSIDE
WOMEN OF THE YEAR
AWARDS 2018

This was the 15th anniversary of the Merseyside Women of the Year Awards and
the eighth year running that it has been organised by three local, and very busy,
businesswomen, Elaine Owen, Jean Gadsby and Ellie Kerr. The atmosphere on
the day was electrifying, at times emotional and always absolutely inspirational,
as guests recognised the extraordinary success of some of the Merseyside
women who have each inspired, educated and ‘put back’ into the local
community and created economic growth for our region.

SPIRIT OF THE CITY AWARD
sponsored by
MERSEYSIDE WOMEN OF THE YEAR
WINNER – ALISON LOBB
Alison is the Managing Partner of Morecrofts

(L-R) Elaine Owen, Alison Lobb,

Jean Gadsby and Ellie Kerr
Solicitors, a firm with five offices across
Merseyside. She qualified as a solicitor in 1993
and, after joining Morecrofts, she specialised in Child Abuse
compensation claims. Alison eventually decided to combine her
work with her interest in management by pursuing a Post Graduate
Certificate in Legal Practice Management, and became Managing
Partner at Morecrofts in 2013. She spearheads the Merseyside
Independent Business (MIB) Awards, launched in 2013, an event
celebrating independent businesses across the city, and recognises
the hard work and dedication that smaller business owners bring
as the lifeblood of the region’s economy. The MIB has gone from
strength to strength each year. Alison is a trustee of the Roy Castle
Lung Cancer Foundation and Chair of Mersey Bowmen, one of the
oldest tennis clubs in the country. She also leads on two funding
bids to refurbish the club’s courts and facilities for the benefit of
the local community.

Carley Attewell-Rolfe (left)
with Jacqueline Winstanley of Courage & Sparkle Foundation

WOMEN OF COURAGE AWARD – sponsored by
COURAGE AND SPARKLE FOUNDATION
WINNER – CARLEY ATTEWELL-ROLFE
Carley was born on 28th November 1986 and spent the first
Sheila England with
'Milk Tray Man' Patrick McBride

MERSEYSIDE WOMEN OF THE YEAR
SPECIAL AWARD
WINNER – SHEILA ENGLAND
Sheila lives with and supports three disabled family members,

(L-R) Elaine Owen, Jean Gadsby and Ellie Kerr

Elaine Owen said: “What a fabulous and inspirational day. The purpose of the

Merseyside Women of the Year event is to celebrate the achievements of
women, to reward the best of the best and leave a legacy of wonderful role
models for the next generation of women. Celebrating Merseyside’s fantastic
women and their amazing achievements is so uplifting and Jean, Ellie and I are
extremely glad to be part of it.”

BUSINESS LEADER AWARD
sponsored by DLA PIPER
WINNER – BARBARA SPICER CBE

Barbara Spicer (left) with Alison Mills of DLA Piper

Barbara is Chief Executive of Plus Dane – a housing association
working across Merseyside and Cheshire which owns 13,500
homes. She previously worked in Westminster as interim Chief
Executive of the Skills Funding Agency and before that she was
Chief Executive of Salford City Council for eight years. Whilst
there, Barbara led key developments in the city, including the bid
to relocate the BBC to Salford Quays at MediaCity UK, creating
a development of international significance. She also holds the
position of Mayoral Advisor for Social Housing Growth at the
Liverpool City Region Combined Authority and sits as a panel
member on the Sustainability Committee at British Land.

as well as fitting in with helping to look after her grandchildren.
She has also supported a vulnerable couple and their family for
many years, helping them to manage family life. Sheila’s niece
paid tribute to the lady known as “My auntie” by all who know
her. “She is the most caring, loving, supportive, thoughtful, and
devoted auntie, sister, mum, gran and wife. Even when she was
losing her sister, she always put me and my dad first. Before
retiring, Sheila managed a Day Centre for Disabled Adults for
years and she deserves to have something nice and to be
recognised for all she does for others. Sheila, like my lovely mum,
always puts others first, before herself and her own feelings.
She is a selfless, inspirational, kind, loving, and supportive lady.”

18 months of her life in hospital. She was renounced at birth by her
mother and placed into the care of Alder Hey Hospital, where she
had her first operation when she was just five hours old. Alder Hey
named her as “their own”, as she had no guardian or parent until
she was placed in the loving care of her amazing foster parents Mari
and John. Born with Vacterl Syndrome, an acronym for numerous
issues, to date Carley has had 98 operations and still counting and is
also taking 100+ tablets a day. In November 2014, she had a life-saving
operation ‘an esophagectomy’, meant to stretch her bowel up to her
shortened oesophagus. Unfortunately this operation failed and
Carley’s right laryngeal nerve was damaged, leaving complications
such as a feeding peg and losing half her bodyweight, leaving her
weighing only five stone. While hardship causes some to grow bitter,
Carley, displaying amazing courage, lets adversity make her better.
She is a wonderful person who is so worthy of this award.

BEST SUPPORTING MALE
(REMEMBERING JULIE SHUTE AWARD)
WINNER – GRAHAM WALTON
Graham Walton has spent the last 35 years living with seven
women - and what a life he has had! He is a painter and decorator
who, along with his wife Janet, has really had his work cut out over
those years. Graham is father to Hannah, Lucy, Ruth, Kate, Sarah
and Jenny, who were all born at Liverpool’s Oxford Street Maternity
Hospital in just over four minutes, the first baby arriving at 7.55pm,
on 18th November 1983, the six girls being the world's only
surviving all female sextuplets.

Graham Walton (right) with Andy Shute

Photographs by Neil Lloyd
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The Merseyside Women’s Fund

THANK YOU

Merseyside Women of the Year Awards are pleased to announce
the launch of a new and exciting development – The Merseyside
Women’s Fund, which will be managed by the Community
Foundation for Merseyside.

Elaine was full of praise to everyone who helped make the MWOTY
Awards 2018 a truly special occasion.

The Fund will address key challenges facing women throughout
Merseyside and provide the opportunity for women to support
other women in our region.
Elaine Owen said, “As founding partners, MWOTY are delighted to
partner with The Community Foundation for Merseyside to support
and promote the establishment of this vital fund.”
For more information
www.merseysidewomenoftheyear.co.uk
www.cfmerseyside.org.uk
Pictured above:
 Pauline Daniels MWOTY Compere
 Carole Clare Radio City Cash for Kids
Magician David Burgess
 Patrick McBride
 Crowne Plaza staff
 Ace Audio Visual & Designated Digital Team
 Rae Brook Chief Executive Community Foundation
 Claire Dove OBE DL Chief Executive Blackburne House

“Jean, Ellie and I would like to thank everyone who attended today’s
great event and helped to make it such a special one. A big thank you
goes to Michael W Halsall Solicitors for being our Headline Sponsor
once again and a big thank you also to all of the many other sponsors
who kindly supported us this year.
Our grateful appreciation goes to the wonderful Claire Dove OBE DL,
Chief Executive at Blackburne House, for agreeing to be the day’s
guest speaker, David Burgess for bewildering the guests with his
entertaining magic display and it was great to have Patrick McBride,
Merseyside’s very own ‘Milk Tray Man’ with us for the afternoon.
Applause for the ‘Night Shift’ lads for playing their great music and
keeping the guests entertained in the early evening, ensuring the day
ended as well as it had gone throughout the whole of the afternoon.
We would also like to say a very special thank you to all the
management and staff at the Crowne Plaza Hotel for all their hard
work and for helping to make the afternoon run so smoothly.”
“See you all in 2019!”

 EIGHT of the MWOTY Finalists

..................................................................................................................................

INSPIRATIONAL WOMEN AWARD
sponsored by COMMUNITY FOUNDATION FOR MERSEYSIDE
WINNER – SUE CONNERTY & LIZZ PEATFIELD
RUNNER-UP – ANNE DORAN
 Sue Connerty with Lorraine Whittle of Dutch Flower Shop
Lizz Peatfield with Karen Morris of Community Foundation
for Merseyside

.................................................................................................................................

WOMEN MAKING A DIFFERENCE AWARD
sponsored by LEONARD CURTIS BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
WINNER – LORNA BROOKES
RUNNER-UP – CAROL HAMLETT
 Lorna Brookes (right) with Donna Crompton
of Leonard Curtis Business Solutions

..................................................................................................................................

SOCIAL IMPACT AWARD sponsored by WOMEN IN BUSINESS
WINNER – ANGELA O’CONNOR
RUNNERS UP – ANNE LUNDON & MAXINE ENNIS
 Angela O’Connor (left) with Alison Hodgson of Evolve

..................................................................................................................................

COMMUNITY CHANGE AWARD
sponsored by NEO COMMUNITY AND ADDVANCED SOLUTIONS
WINNER – AMY BUTTERWORTH
RUNNERS UP – JULIE LAWSON & CHRISSIE BYRNE
 Amy Butterworth (centre) with Ema Wilkes of Neo Community
(on her left) and Vanda Reeves of ADDvanced Solutions

..................................................................................................................................
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ARTS & CULTURE AWARD
sponsored by MERSEYSIDE WOMEN OF THE YEAR
WINNER – LINDSEY INGLESBY & MICHELLE FAULKNER OF RARE STUDIO
RUNNER UP – JULIA SAMUELS
 Lindsey Inglesby (left) and Michelle Faulkner
with ‘Milk Tray Man’ Patrick McBride
..................................................................................................................................

ENTREPRENEUR AWARD sponsored by BRABNERS
WINNER – KATIE WALKER
RUNNER UP - REBECCA HOUGHTON
 Katie Walker with Nik White of Brabners

..................................................................................................................................

WOMENS GROUP AWARD
sponsored by KNOWSLEY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
WINNER – HONEYSUCKLE BEREAVEMENT TEAM
RUNNER UP – TOMORROW’S WOMEN WIRRAL
Honeysuckle Bereavement Team with Sheila Toft (centre)
of Knowsley Chamber of Commerce

..................................................................................................................................

STYLE AWARD sponsored by ELECTRIC HAIRDRESSING
AND HARVEY NICHOLS WINNER – SUSAN KELLY
Susan Kelly (centre) with Cheryl Coburn of Electric Hairdressing
on the left and Mouna Wade of Harvey Nichols

..................................................................................................................................

YOUNG APPRENTICE AWARD sponsored by ALDER TRAINING
WINNER – EMMA OAKES
RUNNER UP – ALEX KNIGHT
Emma Oakes (left) with Louise Harris of Alder Training

..................................................................................................................................
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Collette McCann, representing Michael W

MERSEYSIDE WOMEN
OF THE YEAR
AWARDS 2018

Halsall Solicitors, Headline Sponsors of the
Merseyside Women of the Year Awards 2018,
said; “This is the fifth year in a row that we
have sponsored this incredible event. Michael
W Halsall solicitors are extremely pleased to be
involved in such a fantastic, inspirational event
that advocates and showcase’s what we
believe in; Goodwill, Going the extra mile and
recognising those who really give back to our
business, professional and local communities.
Every finalist was a worthy winner in our eyes.
The challenges they have overcome, combined
with the determination shown both
professionally and personally, make each of
them an inspiration to the whole of Merseyside.
We are also very proud that the Merseyside
Women of the Year event is a founding partner
of the new Merseyside Women’s Fund and we
look forward to seeing it successfully help and
serve women across Merseyside.”
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Photographs by Neil Lloyd
To view all photographs from
the MWOTY Awards 2018 please visit:
www.merseysidewomenoftheyear.co.uk

ABENSONS

Spotlight on...

Nikki GIRVAN
Auteur Media
www.auteur.media

IN WHICH AREA DO YOU LIVE?
I grew up in Huyton but now live in Mossley Hill in South Liverpool.
WHAT IS AUTEUR MEDIA?
Auteur Media is a communications and media consultancy that helps
people, businesses and brands identify and creatively tell their story,
so it can be used to fulfil business or personal objectives. I am a
freelance journalist specialising in real-life writing and I also offer
PR consultancy, new business development support, copywriting,
ghostwriting and editing services to my clients. The company name is
French for ‘author’, which obviously fits a lot of what I do, but it’s
also a term from film theory, where a director is viewed as the major
creative force in a motion picture. I like to help my clients take control
of their own story – personal or business – in a similar way.
WHY AND WHEN DID YOU SET UP AUTEUR MEDIA?
I set up Auteur Media in December 2017. I had worked in senior
positions in PR agencies for almost ten years and I found that the
parts of the job I loved had become too much of a sideline. Setting
up on my own allowed me to redress the balance!
HOW MANY STAFF WORK ALONGSIDE YOU?
It is just me. However, I work with a network of exceptional freelancers
and Liverpool-based agencies that specialise in areas that I don’t.
Collaborating and sharing work with others not only means clients
get the best results, it means you build a really close, like-minded and
trusted professional network that opens lots of exciting doors and
inspires creativity. I’m a great believer in focusing on doing the things
that you love and are really, really good at. For me that is tapping
into my journalistic roots and helping brands and organisations work
better with the media, to generate positive and relevant coverage.
It’s also about harnessing the power of the written word, telling
captivating stories that convey strong messages and incite action,
whether that’s generating a lead for a business, changing someone’s
perception or lending support to a cause.
WHAT IS YOUR CAREER BACKGROUND?
I started writing when I was in university for the now defunct City Life
magazine, first as a work experience student and then as a freelance
contributor writing about homes, culture and student life. After
finishing my degree and a post grad in magazine journalism,
I worked at Mercury Press Agency, a national news agency in
Liverpool. That is where I found my niche in features writing and
learned what journalism was really about. That role led to a move to
London to work on the women’s weekly titles, including Pick Me Up,
where I was commissioning editor for a few years. I fell in love with
the art of telling a good story there. I initially moved into PR to
expand my skill set. I have worked at some amazing agencies,
including Brazen PR, Tangerine PR and deWinter, while always
maintaining my freelance journalism and ghostwriting work.
OUTSIDE OF YOUR WORKING HOURS WHAT IS YOUR
FAVOURITE PASTIME?
My other half often says (only half-jokingly) that work is my favourite
pastime. I am a trustee of mental health charity, Chasing the Stigma,
leading on PR for the organisation and I get so much pleasure from
working with such amazing people. I like being active too and spend
quite a bit of time in the gym and walking up, on and around hills
and mountains. Music is really important to me. I love going to
gigs and if I’m moving around, you’ll rarely find me without my
headphones. Writing and performing music is just another form
of storytelling and as listeners we get to curate the soundtrack to
our own story.
WHO OR WHAT MAKES YOU LAUGH?
Other people’s laughs are infectious, especially my other half and my
nephew’s. They never fail to get me giggling. I’m a huge fan of
Kathryn Ryan and the Scottish comedian Limmy too.
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IF YOU BOOKED A TABLE FOR 6 FOR A DINNER PARTY,
WHICH 5 GUESTS (PAST OR PRESENT) WOULD YOU LIKE
TO HAVE SITTING WITH YOU?
It would be a bizarre gathering, but Prince, Frida Kahlo, Guy
Garvey, Dave Gorman and Kate Winslet would be my choices.
WHAT’S YOUR FAVOURITE GUILTY PLEASURE?
Cheese! On everything and especially with a nice glass of red!
WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE BOOK AND FILM OF ALL TIME?
My favourite book is the Alchemist by Paulo Coelho. It gives
me brilliant perspective on life. My favourite film is probably
Goodfellas, with Amelie a close second (my tastes are diverse!)
BACK TO WORK! - WHAT ARE YOUR MAIN AMBITIONS
FOR AUTEUR MEDIA GOING FORWARD?
It’s been an exciting first few months for the company and a bit
of a whirlwind, so I’m in the midst of future planning the next
chapter of the Auteur Media story at the moment. I am keen to
expand my client base to include a couple of independent
British design clients, ideally in the homes and interiors sector,
as this is an area I have past expertise and real interest in.
I also want to establish Auteur Media in the Liverpool business
community, collaborating with other creatives in the city to
give the businesses we work with the very best service and
results, by each playing to our individual strengths.
HOW CAN YOU BE CONTACTED AT AUTEUR MEDIA?
Email: nikki@auteur.media
Tel: 07834 072989

SOLICITORS

— NEW RECRUITS —

BWM CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
BWM is one of the leading, independent chartered accountancy firm in Liverpool,
with a heritage that can be traced back to 1926.
The practice provides a wide range of accountancy and business support services
to organisations and individuals throughout the North West of England and beyond.
A successful, growing, single office practice BWM is big enough to deal with complexities
of their largest clients, yet small enough to care about the needs of all their clients, irrespective
of the size of their businesses. BWM’s client base ranges from individuals and families
to large companies and charities.

TOM PICKERING

RYAN BINGHAM

LIBBIE BURNS

GEMMA ELLISON

JAYNE LANCASTER

ANNA CUMMINGS

BWM

PLACE WELLBEING OF STAFF AT TOP OF AGENDA
(L-R) Audit Partner Lesley Malkin, Anita Mason, Tony Stanley, Gearoid Hennessy and Managing Partner Peter Taaffe

BWM has unveiled a raft of new starters, having recruited six new
team members, several from other firms in the city, including
four new starters in the audit and accounts department.
Tom Pickering joins from Mazars; Ryan Bingham from ERC;
Libbie Burns from Mitchell Charlesworth; and Gemma Ellison,
who was previously at Butterworth Barlow and Additions.
All four are currently studying for their accountancy exams.
In BWM’s payroll department, Jayne Lancaster has made the
move from John Kerr, while Anna Cummings is welcomed to
the BWM team as an administration and marketing apprentice
via the Chamber of Commerce apprenticeship scheme. Jayne
has a wealth of hands on experience on payroll related matters
and she runs the weekly or monthly payroll services for many
of our clients at BWM. Anna has been at BWM since October
2017 and undertakes a variety of roles, each of helping her to
develop her overall working skills.
Along with the new recruits BWM has also announced three
key promotions within the business. Anita Mason becomes
Director of Audit while Tony Stanley and Gearoid Hennessy are
promoted to Audit Managers. Anita has over 20 years of audit
and accounts experience, specialising in company and group
accounts, along with the audit of owner-managed businesses
and charities. She also has experience of public sector audit
from her time with the Audit Commission.
Tony has many years of experience in preparing the accounts
and the audits of small to medium sized companies and
charities. He is also an experienced audit manager leading
audit teams, while Gearoid has also spent many years in the
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preparation of accounts and audits of small to medium sized
companies. He is additionally very experienced in the preparation
of accounts and audits for Charities and limited liability practices
and helps all clients with management reporting and forecasts.
BWM’s Accounts and Audit team is now 25-strong and services
a wide range of clients, with the number of clients increasing
thanks to recent tender wins. The firm has also established
itself as one of the most forward-thinking accountancy practices
in the Liverpool city region, with its ongoing adoption and
implementation of new technology. It has developed particular
expertise in areas such as virtual FD services and cloud
accounting.
Managing partner Peter Taaffe said:

“Accountancy has been seen as a staid profession
but we believe it is vital that we keep changing
and evolving. Getting ahead of the many industry
and technology changes allows us to put business
advisory at core of what we do. To implement
that strategy successfully we need to have the
right people in our team. That means investing in
the development of our current team and continually looking to bring new people into the firm.
With the rebrand now compete – which is in line
with our modern and straightforward approach –
we are ready to take BWM onto the next level.”

Some professional firms are only just catching on to the importance of the wellbeing of their staff,
while others cottoned on several years ago and are reaping the benefits.
Peter Taaffe, managing partner of BWM, has long recognised the benefits of making sure
his team was happy and motivated and that can only be achieved by taking pro-active steps.
Thanks to his progressive outlook, BWM enjoys a happy working environment
and a high rate of staff retention.
Centred around the wellness strategy is a
concept it calls ‘Lunch & Learn’, where staff
can attend sessions and seminars featuring
external experts on many aspects of
professional and personal development
and general wellbeing. A diverse range of
practitioners have been invited to offer their
expertise. One of the more recent sessions
featured ‘Laughter Yoga’, a therapeutic
method that has been established in
Liverpool for a number of years.

BWM is also a dog-friendly office and
Peter himself often brings his own
‘labradoodle’ Emer into work with him.
He said:
“Key to the wellness process is the
co-operation of your team. All the
sessions are voluntary because it is
important people feel the freedom to
choose what is right for them. You
cannot create a perfect working
environment, there will always be
pressure points and professional and
Another recent topic covered was around
interpersonal issues that have to be
the importance of your ‘personal brand’
dealt with. What you can do is create
Above: BWM Partners and Emer
and how it could help your professional
an environment where people feel they
development. Staff have also had the opportunity to sample holistic can raise issues as and when they pop up and feel supported
wellness techniques such as reiki and Indian Head Massage.
in their own development. I think we have really achieved
that here at BWM.”
BWM’s experienced and skilled partners and their
teams are ready to support you with high quality,
individual yet affordable services, however complex
your personal or business needs.

For more information please contact:
Vicki Harper, Client Services Director
BWM Chartered Accountants
6th Floor • Castle Chambers • 43 Castle Street • Liverpool • L2 9SH
t: 0151 236 1494 f: 0151 236 1095 • e: enquiries@bwm.co.uk
www.bwm.co.uk
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individual pupil strengths and creativity are nurtured within
both the National Curriculum and the enriched curriculum,
embracing interwoven vocational strategies. The school
encourages individual strength flight paths towards better
opportunities and outcomes.
St Vincent’s also has a lot of musical talent, which the students
share – for example, by creating their own musical CD to sell
for Enterprise Day and performing a concert for Sightbox at
the Duke of Westminster Estate, with Sightbox ambassador
Angela Williams. Students enjoy performing and listening to
‘East of Eli’ an American band who take time to fly over to
Liverpool to visit them. Our super heroes also enjoyed having
their own composition about friendship played on BBC radio.
With friends such as Rotary, PALS, The Merseyside Police,
Victorian Albert Museum, BBC Tom Walker, past St Vincent’s
pupils, along with patrons, Lord Alton, Baroness Cox, Dr Tony
Harvey, East of Eli and Charlie Landsborough, I am sure you
will agree that the future of St Vincent’s “Fab 4000” is an
exciting one. There is a vast amount of extra-curricular activities
on offer at the school. Ceramics, the Ukulele Group, Choir,
Vocal Group, Samba Band, Student Bands, Football and
Swimming are all popular and students are currently working
on the first ever ‘irugby’ ball, which will allow visually
impaired students to play rugby.

Students own ceramic creation

ST.VINCENT’S
SCHOOL
Jayne Massey

S

The real life Super-heroes following
in the footsteps of John Hulley

In Issue 26 of My Planet Liverpool we featured an article on John Hulley, Liverpool’s first
Super-hero and connected his story with the ‘Fab 4000’ comic which emerged from
St. Vincent’s School for the Visually Impaired, located in West Derby. We talked about
one of the school’s students, Jayne Massey and as a result we wanted to learn more about
the school and its creative curriculum that provided both the skills and opportunities for
Jayne to enhance her strengths and follow her chosen pathway to College. What we
found out is as extraordinary as John Hulley’s achievements

INCE 1850, St Vincent’s has had a tradition of
excellence in the education and care of children
with a visual impairment. It is a residential specialist
school for the visually impaired (VI) which has been
part of the local community since its foundation. The school
is graded as OUTSTANDING by Ofsted for both school and
residential provision and has received both the Freedom of
the City of Liverpool in 2016 and a Corporate Award from
Liverpool John Moores University. St Vincent’s is a unique
centre of excellence for teaching, learning, research and
innovation and is truly a jewel in the crown for the City Region.
St Vincent’s delivers the National Curriculum, mobility and
independence teaching and learning, but simultaneously
runs an ‘ENRICHED’ curriculum supporting individual pupil
strengths and the signposting of those strengths towards
further learning, opportunities and employment. This enriched
curriculum is focussed through the creative mediums such as
music, art, dance, drama, sport, technology, environmental
studies and, indeed, comic writing. Current students have
developed their own ‘Fab 4000’ stories and are sharing them
on the schools internet radio station, accessed via the school
website www.stvin.com.
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This ‘enrichment’ frames how Jayne Massey, who had
suffered bullying at a previous school before enrolling at
St Vincent’s, was supported and encouraged by the school
to become the Young Lord Mayor, sing with the school choir
for both Her Majesty The Queen and The Duke of Edinburgh,
alongside St. Vincent Scouts and Duke of Edinburgh pupils,
and to also perform at Canada House, London for the
‘Never Such Innocence’ Great War Commemorations.
Furthermore, Jayne also sang with the school choir and
Charlie Landsborough at the Liverpool Philharmonic and at
the Cavern Club with American band ‘East of Eli’. Jayne has
quite an impressive CV – and there are more inspiring stories
about other St Vincent’s ‘super-heroes’?
Whilst visiting the school with Robin Baynes of the Liverpool
Heartbeat Children’s Charity, My Planet Liverpool learnt of the
encouraging and inspiring stories of Reanne Rackatoo, who
secured her position as a world class and British VI rock climbing
champion. We also heard of Jamie Russell-White, who has
recently completed his music degree at Liverpool Hope
University and of Jane Readfearn, whose own book ‘Onions
in the Washing Machine’, telling of how to deal with
sightlossis, has just been published. Then there is the amazing

Ben Laidler, a teenager who
is partially sighted and has
Asperger’s syndrome. Ben has
now set up ‘ZAPZ’ a business
that provides a party bus
containing computer games
and a host of other fun
activities for the enjoyment
of children and young people
aged from 5 to 18. Last, but
certainly not least, we were
told the story of the talented
Rainbow Mbuangi, who has
been with St Vincent’s since
Primary School and has
recently secured a position in
the British Visually Impaired
football squad.

None of this would be possible however, without the
forward thinking, encouraging words, kind hearted and
caring Headmaster of St Vincent’s School, Dr John Patterson.
These are his words of wisdom:

Freedom of the City

In the next issue of My Planet Liverpool we will be learning more
about their achievements and the exciting times that lie ahead for
all the students at St Vincent’s. The “Fab 4000” is expanding, with
more real life comic heroes ready to make a difference for the
common good of others. With projects such as pop garden and
horticulture, students are making a difference, creating their very
own garden centre and growing their own produce in order to
raise funding to help others.
The ‘Fab 4000’ story continues. The school’s real-life heroes are
achieving qualifications in BTEC Life Skills, BTEC Work Skills, BTEC
Music, BTEC Performing Arts and many more. Students are exploring
the world of work by participating in work placements which will
lead to jobs organised by Dave Swanston, the forward thinking
and inspiring Head of Enrichment and Head of Post 16. Dave said,
“Here at St Vincent’s we want to prepare our students for the
world of work by giving them opportunities to develop and
experience new things. We are showing them that they ‘can do’ –
a message that is embedded in Every Child Matters”.
Through the creativity of students the school has reverse inclusion,
with students leading and teaching others. Gina Heydon, the
Head of Music at St Vincent’s, is excited about making connections
with All Saints Primary School’s Headmaster Jeremy Barnes and
Dido Fest’s Ruth Gould. Together they will work on new exciting
creative projects to encourage reverse inclusion. At St Vincent’s,

“We want to share our best practice for all visually impaired
(VI) pupils, aligning with the UN sustainable development
goals and starting with the Mersey Region. To open up
opportunities, we deliver innovative entrepreneurial and
creative teaching and learning experiences for all VI pupils
to attend each Wednesday across the year. A parent’s choice
does not have to be mainstream or specialist, a creative
mix of the two can offer a way forward to better outcomes
and the best of both worlds. Reaching out to visually
impaired pupils nationally and internationally with Sightbox,
www.sightbox.org.uk twitter @sightboxuk, provides the
widest of learning experiences and the added value for our
pupils to act as the trainers of Vi pupil trainers internationally.
Such creative thinking has in part informed the department for
education’s decision in awarding St Vincent’s, in collaboration
with LJMU, the right to provide the teaching qualification
needed to be a teacher of VI - cementing St Vincent’s as a
world leader in teaching learning research and innovation
for and with VI communities, from which our pupils amass
significant learning and opportunity.”

Dr John Patterson

St Vincent’s is certainly a vibrant school and if you know of anyone with a visual impairment of school age (6 -16 years)
it is worth popping down to Yew Tree Lane, West Derby to experience the range of creative and enrichment focussed activities
on offer at the schools free summer camp run between 13th and 17th August.
Contact David Swanston davids@stvin.com or the school office office@stvin.com to learn more
about sessions that include outdoor adventure, swimming, media, sports, cooking, creative writing, ICT
and technology, arts and ceramics.
St Vincent’s School • Yew Tree Lane • West Derby • Liverpool L12 9HN • Tel: 0151 228 9968
Email: office@stvin.com • Website: www.stvin.com
Follow the school on Twitter @StvincentsL12 and @sightboxuk
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THE NEXT

BIG STEP

Liverpool Heartbeat proud to be
the chosen charity of
The Next Big Step
Liverpool city centre Cabaret Lounge, the Green Room,
was the location for Liverpool’s largest talent show.
The popular venue hosted the event over three days, with two heats on
the 11th and 12th July producing twelve finalists plus a judge’s ‘wild card’ to perform
at the Grand Final, which took place on Thursday 19th July.
“The Next Big Step” is owned and professionally
produced by Nicola Broadley, a popular Liverpool
singer and actress, and the competition was open
to all artists from 10yrs old to 25 yrs old, with dance
groups being asked to keep to a maximum of 10
people per group.

(singer) and local businessman Ossie Omar, who all
gave their time voluntarily. Nicola, Roger Hannah
and Mark Hindle also ran a professional workshop
on the day of the final, sharing a wealth of
entertainment, knowledge and support to all the
contestants.

This amazing competition had attracted the ‘Best of
the Best’ of young Merseyside Talent to perform and
compete for the fabulous winning prize of £1,000,
plus a trophy, along with the unbelievable reward
of a ‘Guest spot’ on one of the fantastic Green Room
Cabaret Lounge’s future shows and the receiving
from industry professionals of staging and
production advice prior to their appearance.

Family members and volunteers from Elektric Apple
Company pulled out all the stops to make it a very
memorable evening. The buffet was second to none
and the raffle helped to boost the overall takings of
the event, with many great prizes being donated on
each of the three evenings of the competition.

A packed house enjoyed a full sparkling night of
entertainment, accompanied by a luxury buffet, as
an enthralled audience were kept entertained by
each of the thirteen finalists, all giving quality
performances. The evening also benefitted a deserving
local charity, with all monies
raised being donated to
the wonderful Liverpool
Heartbeat Children’s Charity.
The thirteen acts that
competed in the Grand Final
were as follows:
Sam Darby
Abigail Wenton-Parry
The Works Academy
Daisy Colebourn
Girl Talk l Helen Maw
Bethany Hamm
T’mya Fyffe l Astrid
Rebecca Seddon
Ria McCoy
Sarah Spencer l NDTS

The host and ‘frontman’ for the competition was
the fantastic Michael Bailey, who performed a
spectacular role in entertaining the crowd
throughout the evening, with his jokes and singing
– surely another ’Brucie’ in the making!!!
T’mya Fyffe (winner)

Cameraman ‘Big’ Mike Broadley also assisted the
artists in setting up their microphones and going
through all their sound
check-ups, before filming
all of the very talented acts
as they each performed
on stage, while Liverpool
Heartbeat’s own John Rudd
took an alternate set of
photos of the evening. The
backstage Manager was the
lovely Tracey Yoxall, who kept
everyone calm behind the
scenes, helping the artists
contain their nerves and
being
instrumental
in
making sure that the show
ran smoothly.

The fantastic Green Room
also gave the venue for the
The winner of the competievent free of charge, so
tion was 11 year-old T’mya
helping Liverpool Heartbeat
Fyffe, with Rebecca Seddon
in so many ways. Robin
(L-R): Livvy K, Mark Hindle, Abigail Wenton-Parry, Michael Bailey,
being awarded second place
Baynes MBE founder of the
T’mya Fyffe (winner), Leon J Hudson (partially hidden behind T’mya),
and Ria McCoy taking third
charity said, “We at Liverpool
Rebecca Seddon, Ria McCoy and Joe Spear.
spot.
Heartbeat cannot thank the
management and staff at the Green Room enough. Their generosity
A massive thank you has to go to Nicola Broadley and everyone else
and help was amazing. The donation we received from Nicola’s
who was involved with this fantastic event.
organising of The Next Big Step has help to launch The John Hulley
The judges; Head Judge Roger Hannah (renowned for his major theatre
Foundation Fund, which is raising funds to pay for a John Hulley
productions), Joe Spear (from Wack Pack and a former Contestant in
Statue in tribute to the man who gave so much of his time to helping
Big Brother), Leon J Hudson (Actor and Contemporary Dancer), Mark
with the health and fitness of Liverpool youngsters during the
Hindle (actor in the West End production of the Lion King), Livvy K
mid-1800s.”
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Join Liverpool FC and Tranmere Rovers Legend John Aldridge.

Thursday 27th September Arrive from 11am
For More details , to book your team or to find out how to sponsor
a prize for the event contact Kevin Byrne
on kevin.byrne@mencapliverpool.org.uk 0151 707 8582
4 ball team will be £280 • Charity Auction in evening
Breakffast on arrival • 18 hole round of golf
Evening presentation and two course meal
Coffee/t
/tea & bacon roll upon arrival
Shotgun Start • 18 hole 4 person team competition
Best 2 scores to count on each hole • Stableford/ full handicap

DARTSWIFT INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

EAT & DRINK
& SLEEP AT
THE QUEEN’S ROYAL
NEW BRIGHTON
WELCOMING & FRIENDLY FAMILY RUN BUSINESS
LOCATED ON NEW BRIGHTON WATERFRONT
WELL APPOINTED 12-BEDROOM HOTEL
FACING NEW BRIGHTON’S HISTORIC
PERCH ROCK FORT AND LIGHTHOUSE

NEIGHBOURS TO
SUPERB FLORAL PAVILION THEATRE

EXPERTS IN
GLOBAL TRANSPORT
BY LAND SEA OR AIR

WALKING DISTANCE TO MERSEYRAIL TRAIN STATION
TERMINAL AND CROSS RIVER BUS SERVICES

FREIGHT FORWARDING
32 YEARS
CELEBRATING
30 YEARSFOR
IN BUSINESS

GREAT ON-SITE FACILITIES
INCLUDING QUALITY RESTAURANT & BAR
WITH OUTSIDE COURTYARD FACING WATERFRONT
ALL PRIVATE FUNCTIONS CATERED FOR
PET FRIENDLY

WITHIN EASY REACH OF
LIVERPOOL, CHESHIRE & NORTH WALES
IDEAL FOR GOLFERS
Royal Liverpool, Wallasey, Heswall, Wirral Ladies, Prenton,
Caldy, Eastham and Leasowe golf courses are all close by

www.thequeensroyal.co.uk
0151 691 0101
info@thequeensroyal.co.uk

GETTING THE JOB DONE ON TIME
AT THE RIGHT PRICE

THE QUEEN’S ROYAL HOTEL
Marine Promenade, New Brighton,
Wallasey, Wirral CH45 2JT

To obtain a free quotation or for more information on all of the services provided by
Dartswift International please contact the Customer Service team at:
3rd Floor • Castle Street • Liverpool L2 9SH
Tel: +44 (0)151 236 2035
Email: info@dartswiftintl.com

www.dartswiftintl.com
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Spotlight on...

Andy Webster
Consultant
MHA Moore & Smalley
Chartered accountants and business advisers

WHERE WERE YOU BORN AND WHICH SCHOOLS DID YOU ATTEND?
I was born in Southport and attended Churchtown Junior School. I did
not pass my 11-plus examination and so went to Stanley High School
for 12-months. I then passed my 12-plus examination and attended
King George V (KGV) where I stayed through to A-levels (in old money!)
IN WHICH AREA DO YOU LIVE NOW?
I have always lived in Southport. My family home is now in Ainsdale,
Southport, where we have lived for 22-years.
WHAT IS YOUR CAREER BACKGROUND
AND WHEN DID YOU JOIN MOORE & SMALLEY?
From 1982 I worked for the RBS Group for over 34-years. I enjoyed various
roles in and around the Merseyside area, ending up as Relationship Director
in Liverpool, covering the professional market. In 2016 I took voluntary
redundancy from RBS but valued my career, not least the connections I had
made over all those years. In September 2016 I look up the role of a Business
Development Consultant, working between Southport & Liverpool. Having
been employed for over 34-years I am now self employed, which came as a
shock to the system, however it is now great and I really enjoy the flexibility
that the role brings me.
WHAT IS YOUR ROLE AT MOORE & SMALLEY?
I basically open doors for the firm, providing solutions for a client from the
range of services that we offer. I love introducing people to each other for
their mutual benefit and hopefully this will come back full circle to me as
they remember who made that initial contact for them. I was recently
described as a “welder” given that I join people together – I like that!
OUTSIDE OF YOUR WORKING HOURS
WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE PASTIME?
Golfing – although some may say this is my “working” pastime, it is after all
my job! What better way to get to know someone while enjoying over four
hours in the fresh air, playing a sport and hopefully securing work on the
back of it. Other than golf – and this is confession time – I am a keen
‘Caravanner’ – and I realise now is the time my “street cred” could fall!!!
WHAT WOULD BE YOUR DREAM HOLIDAY DESTINATION?
This has to be a trip to Augusta National, the home of The Masters Golf
Tournament. What a setting! That is definitely a one off special trip and one
that I would love to make one day.
WHO OR WHAT MAKES YOU LAUGH
John Cleese and the cast of Fawlty Towers – Priceless! It is comedy gold!
They should have made more than the twelve programmes that they did.

IF YOU BOOKED A TABLE FOR 6 FOR A DINNER PARTY,
WHICH 5 GUESTS (PAST OR PRESENT) WOULD YOU LIKE
TO HAVE SITTING WITH YOU?
These would be mostly sporting legends. The late Sir Bobby Robson,
the England and Ipswich Town manager. He took England so close to a
World Cup final in 1990 and of course won the FA Cup in 1978 with
my team – the then mighty Tractor Boys of Ipswich Town. The golfing legend
Seve Ballesteros, who was the greatest golfer of his generation, would be
alongside Bobby. He was flamboyant, passionate, a genius and he could
also teach me Spanish. Adolf Hitler – Why? Because there are so many
questions! Rugby Union World Cup Winner Martin Johnson would be next on
my list. Martin was England’s captain when we conquered the world in 2003.
Always at the front, never one to shy away from contact and a leader of men –
if Adolf Hitler got out of hand, Jonno would be useful! My wife would be
my first guest of course. She would never forgive me for not inviting her and
she is another who could hold her own with Adolf.
WHAT’S YOUR FAVOURITE GUILTY PLEASURE?
I have two - and they need to be enjoyed at the same time. Feed me the largest
bag of Maltesers, you can buy, together with a Sausage & Egg McMuffin. To be
enjoyed the morning after the night before. I recently suffered the morning
after the England v Columbia World Cup game and this combination did the
trick. Try it– you will be surprised.
WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE BOOK AND FILM OF ALL TIME?
Both would be about the greatest submarine chase ever – The Hunt for Red
October. Sean Connery at his best in a great film and the book, by Tom Clancy,
is gripping spy thriller…give it a go.
IF YOU WON THE LOTTERY WHAT WOULD YOU DO?
I would buy a place in Spain, on a golf resort. Family holidays for over 7-years
have been in Murcia, proper Spain – with Spanish accents. Oh yes! I would
upgrade my touring caravan too.
BACK TO WORK! –
WHAT ARE YOUR MAIN AMBITIONS
WITH MOORE & SMALLEY GOING FORWARD?
I want to continue to “weld” and make connections. Most of all I would like to
develop our Liverpool offering and open an office in one of the best cities in
the world. That might be sooner rather than later – watch this space!
HOW CAN YOU BE CONTACTED AT MHA MOORE & SMALLEY?
Email: andy.webster@mooreandsmalley.co.uk
Tel: 01704 538 888
Web: www.mooreand smalley.co.uk

Trusted thinking in all
aspects of Accounts, Audit,
Tax and Business Advice.
Ta
Please visit our website or
FDOOWRƬQG
RXWKRZZHFDQKHOS

www.mooreandsmalley.co.uk
@MooreandSmalley
2ƯFHVLQ/LYHUSRRO%ODFNSRRO(DVW
0LGODQGV.HQGDO.LUNE\/RQVGDOH/DQFDVWHU
0DQFKHVWHU3UHVWRQDQG6RXWKSRUW
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New technology for
Mental Wellness launching soon

ACCLAIMED
DEVELOPER IN DEAL
TO REJUVENATE
CAINS BREWERY
AND BRAND
Initial £7m investment
in four phases will create
200 jobs as developer
takes Cains
An acclaimed developer with a strong track record
in successful licensed and leisure projects has
taken the famous Cains brand and will oversee
a multi-million investment rejuvenating its home
in the Baltic Triangle area of Liverpool.
Over two decades, Liverpool born entrepreneur Andrew Mikhail has
built up an impressive portfolio of businesses spanning the North
West. The portfolio has recently included bars and hotels in Liverpool,
Southport and St. Helens, the latter being the town on Merseyside
where he grew up from the age of fourteen. Now, Mr. Mikhail,
the son of a Liverpool GP, is set to make his mark on the biggest
investment in his company’s history to date after revealing the deal
with Cains Brewery. Andrew said: “Taking on The Cains Brewery
Company is a pivotal moment for our business. Cains Brewery
and Liverpool are such iconic brands and Cains of course is part
of the city’s heritage. We are investing an initial £7m in four phases
as part of bringing to life what is a 15,000 sq.ft. scheme on three
levels plus a basement with incredible potential.
“After speaking with Cains’ former managing director Sid Dusanj for
around six months, he told me he was delighted to pass on the Cains’
brand to someone who is so passionate about the Brewery Village
scheme and the city. I was born in Liverpool, with a family history that
goes back several generations and my vision is based around making
this city great again. Cains is a resilient brand, just like Liverpool, and
we are really excited to be bringing Cains Brewery back, albeit with a
new direction that will bring national attention to Liverpool for all the
right reasons.”
Sid Dusanj commented: “The brewery village concept started five
years ago and it’s great to see that Cains Beers will be brought back to
life by entrepreneur Andrew Mikhail within the grade II listed brewery
and that it will soon be re-launched after brewing stopped back in
May 2013.”

Plans for the site include a craft-brewery with cask and keg beers, an
Altrincham-market style venture for artisan food and drink lovers, and
a state of the art ‘sky bar’. In addition, another bar with capacity for
120, already named as The Quarter Hoop, along with a brewery hall
housing 400 guests, will sit alongside the existing Brewery Tap and the
Punch Tarmey brand (which is part of Mr. Mikhail’s existing portfolio)
that will operate on the other side of the Brewery.
Andrew added, “It is an astonishing building and that is why we have
put together such a bold scheme. There are two cavernous tunnels
running through the site that we will be converting into two live
music venues. Plus, there is even a well that consists of a 40ft long
lake that has a depth of 12ft deep – all part of the great history of
this site.”
The four phases being developed over three years include, phase one’s
Punch Tarmey, an artisan food and drink hall, followed by the brewery
in phase two, the sky bar in phase three and the hotel in phase four.
Andrew explained that the new Cain’s Brewery project will create
200 jobs and will partly model itself on Guinness Brewery in Ireland.
“For example, we are going to create one of the biggest Irish bars in
the industry and this will be sports-led, include brewery tours, lots of
customer interaction, with a child-friendly, family-friendly vibe.”
Andrew concluded: “The Cains Brewery deal is both a professional
and personal dream come true for me, especially because of my Irish
roots. My great grandfather was a renowned bare-knuckle fighter
nicknamed Punch Tarmey, the name that gave birth to an existing
portfolio of bars that we own and operate in the region. My dear
nan was such a hard-working, humble Irish woman who came from
nothing and saved every penny to see that her family were ok. I know
she would be feeling very proud right now, as we all are, and we can’t
wait to maximise the potential of this development at Cains Brewery.
It’s a really prestigious win for us.”

MORE THAN 200 GUESTS
AT THE LAUNCH OF
LUNYALITA
Officially launched on 12th July, Lunyalita, the baby sister of Lunya,
is a truly amazing venue. Over 200 guests were in attendance to get
their first view of the new addition to the Royal Albert Dock. Owners,
Peter and Elaine Kinsella have created something really special here.
Set over two floors, both of which overlook the stunning Royal
Albert Dock, a ground floor sun terrace that seats up to 30 guests
and an upstairs champagne balcony, this is a place not to be missed.
It is similar to Peter and Elaine’s two Lunya’s in Liverpool and
Manchester but with a noticeably different vibe. Located next to the
Beatles Story, Lunyalita offers great menus and provides an intimate,
moody bar and cafe downstairs, with a beautiful upstairs dining area
that is perfect for large gatherings, parties, weddings and corporate
events. Go see for yourself – you will not be disappointed!
www.lunya.co.uk
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UNIQUE UK HIP HOP
ORCHESTRA SET TO
LAUNCH IN LIVERPOOL
LATER THIS MONTH
The Incredible 11’s On Air
gig will be a roadblock!
A unique UK collaboration of huge hip hop talent
in the form of an eleven-piece orchestra named
The Incredible 11 is set to take Liverpool by storm
later this month. And if you love 90’s and
noughties classic hip hop, you are in for a very
special night of throwin’ shapes and swayin’ to
the likes of Jay-Z, Dre, Biggie and TLC, all being
performed live by The Incredible 11 on Friday
August 24th at the funky On Air venue based
within The Parliament Street Collective.
Drummers, guitars, a string quartet, vocalists, a world
champion turntable scratch master, keyboards, and an
award-winning rap MC make up The Incredible
11 orchestra. Lauren Spink, director of agency New
Power Soul Club, who has worked tirelessly over
6 months in putting together the ‘Incredible’
collaboration said: “This is massive for everyone
involved. The Home Alone Christmas production at
The Parliament Street Collective last year got everyone
talking after the sublime performance of a wicked
instrumental rendition of Kanye West’s ‘All of the Lights’.
It sparked many conversations and was basically the
brainchild of and inspiration behind The Incredible 11.”
“We started talking seriously in February and we’ve
been able to create a band with some serious talent in
just 6 months. There was no time limit in completing
the concept of the orchestra… it’s just that everyone
involved in the collaboration has worked so hard and
we truly believed in the process and what we’re about
to launch. Friday August 24th is going to be one hell
of a night. Judging by rehearsals, we think the
audience is going to go crazy for it. The show will be a
mixture of live hip hop music and dance, with a few
surprises along the way! It’s going to be a truly
awesome and unique experience for everyone
who’ll be there.”
Jay Santangeli, operations director at The Parliament
Street Collective said: “I’ve worked in the city’s leisure
industry for more than two decades and this is one of
the most pioneering projects I’ve ever been involved
in. Lauren and New Power Soul Club have been
brilliant and worked so hard over the last 6 months
and what they are bringing us, the area and
the city is something phenomenal.
Trust me, I’ve witnessed the rehearsals!”
Catch The Incredible 11 live at
On Air Cocktail bar and Live Music venue
on Friday August 24
Cains Brewery Village, Stanhope Street,
Liverpool L8 5XJ
Buy tickets at: http:buytickets.at/onair1/183895

MarketMood believes that an acclaimed Liverpool child and adolescent psychiatrist,
Dr. Hassan Yasin, is set to launch his award-winning idea Moodit app this summer.
Moodit is an app that is designed to empower users to take ownership of their
mental wellbeing. The psychiatrist flew out to Lisbon last year to showcase
Moodit.com when it was just a concept and he entered a global competition
being run by engineer.ai. – with the best website/app concept that was pitched
getting to be built by the engineer.ai team.
Dr. Yasin has personally invested a substantial five-figure sum into the Moodit
project and he said, “I hope to create a system that is both predictive and
prescriptive, telling users when they will struggle and what they need to do
about it. Ultimately, we want to enable Moodit to provide insights into human
emotion on a scale that has never been seen before.”
Moodit will help to share your mood – allowing you to tell how you feel and why.
It will also tell you how many people feel similar to you and will give you real life mood
enhancing tips from users around the world based on how you feel. One of the
important points that Dr Yasin talks about as part of a strategy for mental wellness
is exercise – and he says that “Liverpool is a beautiful city to walk around.”
The Moodit project is starting a campaign
“To support the app, generate users, help
develop Moodit on multiple platforms and
give people the opportunity to take real
ownership of their mental wellness.”
Dr Yasin added: “It will also provide the
impetus for our crowdfunding campaign
which will be aimed at enhancing Moodit’s
features and taking the app to its next level
of development.”
Part of the project’s longer term plans is for
Moodit to create a ‘unique ecosystem’ that
will have a deep and personal impact on
each user.
Dr. Hassan Yasin
www.moodit.com

RTC NORTH CELEBRATES
A BIG JULY IN BUILD UP
TO THEIR 30TH ANNIVERSARY
A business support company in the North of England is celebrating
one of its best sets of results in a July, including multiple client wins
at the Merseyside Innovation Awards.
RTC North is based in Daresbury and is one of Europe’s leading technology transfer
companies. The company supported clients 5D Health Protection (pictured), Oblige
Global and Blinx, through the Innovate2Succeed programme, assisting all three
clients to scoop prizes at the Merseyside Innovation Awards in July.
RTC North’s Georgia Riley commented, “July has been a momentous month for
the business. We help clients innovate, compete and grow. Next year is our
30th anniversary too, so this is a great accolade to add to our record over three
decades. It also demonstrates the value of initiatives like ‘Innovate 2 Succeed’,
a business support programme funded by Innovate UK. The programme is
designed to help SMEs commercially exploit new ideas and that’s exactly what
it’s done – and we are delighted to be the lead delivery partner.”
RTC North has also just helped Liverpool-based 5D Health Protection Group,
which operates a centre of excellence in biofilm and microbiology testing, to
secure £1m in funding in order to progress an anti-viral technology solution.
In addition, RTC North also assisted Blinx, a business intelligence app, who were
given guidance and support by the company for an Innovate UK grant
application, which has just been submitted.
Oblige Global Limited, a company that seek to transform the lives of individuals
with disabilities through innovation and smart technologies, won a £2,500 cash
prize as finalists in the
awards. RTC North has been
assisting them with their IP
strategy – how to go about
protecting their intellectual
property, along with advice
on Best Practice when it
comes to IP.
Georgia added: “RTC North
will continue to work with all
three companies and we are
really looking forward to
being part of their future
success.”
www.rtcnorth.co.uk
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CHINESE
WELLBEING
Chinese Wellbeing is a small charity
working mainly with the Liverpool Chinese community.
They deliver a suite of services that aim to:
• Enable independent living
• Promote physical, mental, social and economic well-being
• Support community involvement
• Enable a better route for community engagement.
• Advocate on behalf of their clients – and help them develop and use their own voices.
• Provide information – to clients and about the needs of their clients,
to Government, local agencies and the community at large.

Consul General of the
People’s Republic of China
recognises Charity’s work
Chinese Wellbeing was delighted to receive
an Honorary Credential from Dr Sun Dali,
the Consul General of the People’s Republic
of China, in recognition of Outstanding
Achievements in serving the overseas
Chinese Community in Liverpool.

Lily Lam (on left), Dementia Champion for Chinese Wellbeing,
pictured after receiving the ‘Outstanding Contribution’ Certificate
from the Chinese Consul General, Dr Sun Dali.

“It is particularly gratifying to receive recognition
for the work we have been doing for the last five
years in raising awareness and developing
support with the assistance of the service users
themselves. We now have Tea House Reminiscence,
Liverpool Chinese Dementia Support Network,
a Community Drop in session, and one to one
support at the point of diagnosis in addition to
caring for people living at home independently.
The range and integration of our services was
also recognised by the Care Quality Commission
with a classification of Outstanding.”

The Tea House Reminiscence grew out of a Winter Survival
project in 2013. During this project, Chinese Wellbeing
developed a culture-specific programme of activities, which
included Chinese films, karaoke, reminiscence with iPads,
Chinese memory box sessions, games and a reading corner.
The sessions were so successful that participants asked for
them to be continued after the original project ended.
Since the original pilot in 2014, Chinese Wellbeing has added to
its Reminiscence items with donations from the community and
items collected in China or Hong Kong when members of staff
return there on holiday or to visit relatives. The Tea House is a
place for everyone to connect with old and new friends in a
safe and friendly environment, very similar to the tea houses in
Hong Kong and China. With the serving of a traditional soup
and home cooked Chinese dishes, service users look forward to
the events and the shared experience of the session.

Di recalls, “At one session we showed a lady in her eighties how
to use an iPad and downloaded a Chinese Opera for her to
watch and listen to using earphones. Amazingly she had sung
in the Opera when she was a young woman and she actually
wept tears of joy at being able to recall the experience of so
many years before. We had difficulty getting the iPad off her
at the end of the session! Another great moment came during
another session when a group was watching a Kung Fu movie
and one gentleman in his nineties became really animated.
It turned out that he had taught the star of the film Kung Fu
when he was a young man”.
In addition to the social aspect of Tea House, participants are
invited to join in an interactive session to enhance their
knowledge of dementia and dispel some of the misconceptions
regarding the condition. These gentle discussions include; basic
knowledge of the brain, understanding more about dementia,

Chinese Wellbeing team with the ‘Outstanding Contribution’ certificate
(L-R) David Yii, Mrs Julie Lo, Di Burbidge, Colin Ling, Mrs Rita Lee
and Mark Chen.
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TRANSITIONS PROJECT

One of the services that Chinese Wellbeing has been
recognised for by the Consul General is Tea House
Reminiscence, which has now been running since 2014.

Di Burbidge, Service Development Manager at Chinese Wellbeing
said, “The concept of the Tea House builds upon the work of
our Dementia Champions in raising awareness of dementia
and providing advice and information with regards to support
services. The ambience is very welcoming and supportive for all
those attending and people relax and enjoy the session. It is
generally accepted, for example, that keeping the brain active
through continuous learning and engaging in reminiscence
activities can have very positive effects on a person’s mental
health and wellbeing”.

At a Special event in Manchester, the organisation was
presented with a framed Certificate for its’ work providing
care at home and developing a range of dementia services
specifically aimed at Chinese people living with the
condition and the people who are their carers.
Di Burbidge, Chinese Wellbeing’s Service Development
Manager said:

Rita Lee

TEA HOUSE
REMINISCENCE

We all face changes at different stages of our life and as we
get older this could be due to a number of reasons such as
bereavement, loss of independence due to chronic illness,
loss of mobility or a move into residential care.
Sometimes we adapt well to the challenges that change in
our lives often brings, and sometimes we need help and
support. From our experience in delivering social care services,
Chinese Wellbeing identified a gap in service provision for
the elderly people in our community when faced with
changing circumstances. Aided by funding from Lloyds Bank
Foundation for England and Wales, the Transitions Project is
now in its’ third year and supports Chinese residents living
in Merseyside who are aged 55 plus to adapt to life changes
Rita Lee, the Project Lead, explains:
“We provide one-to-one practical and emotional
support to help with the transition. The aim is to enable
individuals to remain in their own home in independent
living for as long as possible and also to help them to
adjust to their life changing circumstances. In cases
where a move into residential care is necessary, we can
help overcome the language and cultural barriers in
communicating with care home staff and help ease the
transition into a care environment.”
Diane Burbidge, Service Development Manager for Chinese
Wellbeing says, “‘This has been a very successful project,
assisting many people in moving onto a new stage in their
lives after a life changing event. We are delighted at the
results and the response from the community to our work
and would like to thank Lloyds Bank Foundation for
England and Wales for their support, without which the
project would not have been possible.”
diagnosis of dementia and treatment and support for people
with dementia. Rita Lee, Chinese Wellbeing’s Dementia network
manager said, “The ‘Tea House’ concept provides the opportunity
to experience the power of peer support. We would actively
encourage anyone who is interested to come and learn
something new - or simply enjoy reminiscing over bygone
days in a safe environment”.
Chinese Wellbeing is a member of the Liverpool Dementia
Action Alliance and Di Burbidge chairs the Liverpool DAA
Diversity sub group. If you or a family member would like
to come along to the next session or would like to talk to
someone in confidence about a health issue, please call:
Rita Lee on 0151 709 2643.

For more information on all the services provided by Chinese Wellbeing,
including translation services, please contact:
Chinese Wellbeing
Principal Office:
Staten Court • Tradewind Square • East Village • Duke Street • Liverpool L1 5BG
Telephone: 0151 709 2643
Email: info@chinesewellbeing.co.uk
www.chinesewellbeing.co.uk
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Emma Carey says

commitment to
community does
not need to come
at a cost to business
Emma Carey assumed the role of managing partner of
MSB Solicitors in March 2018. Previously partner and
head of the firm’s family department, Emma has been
pivotal to the growth and direction of MSB throughout
its 30 years and is a well-known and well-respected
figure in Liverpool’s professional legal community.
MSB is a firm built on progressive, people-orientated policies,
something Emma says she will uphold and evolve. And
whilst Emma’s new strategy and vision for the firm is firmly
centred on fee growth and profitability, she has pledged to
take on work in emerging areas of the law and is dedicated
to always delivering social value.
Committed to achieving diversity and inclusion across the
board at MSB, Emma actively promotes values of democracy,
tolerance, mutual respect and individual liberty in an
environment where all staff feel supported and empowered
to reach their potential. MSB is the only North West firm to
have achieved the Navajo kite mark – a recognised equality
mark supported by the LGBT+ community. Emma was also
nominated for Corporate Ally at this year's British LGBT+
Awards. She has set up an LGBT+ committee at MSB and is
working with other local firms to put inclusion and diversity
at the top of the agenda. Emma is also signed up to the
Law Society LGBT+ mentoring scheme and is committed
to getting MSB in the Stonewall 100 index.

—A LB A N Y B ARB E RS —
Price List (from)
Cut
Cut and Beard
Wash, Cut & Dry
Wash, Cut & Dry with Beard
Re-Style
Crops 1-8
Crops 1-8 with Beard
Beard
Shave

£11
£14.50
£19
£22.50
£15
£9
£12.50
£4.50
£25

MSB SOLICITORS
Offices in Liverpool City Centre,
Allerton and Wavertree

Opening Times:
Monday – Friday: 7am – 6pm
Saturday: 9am – 4pm

WE ARE NOW USING

ALBANY BARBERS
the gentlemen’s experience

Unit 2, The Arcade, Covent Garden, Liverpool L2 8US

Tel: 0151 227 2443 (John or Ian)
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ECRU

HAIR PRODUCTS
FROM NEW YORK
ALSO AVAILABLE
FOR PURCHASE

£10.00

MSB Solicitors is setting the standard for the business of
the future – profitable and with a awareness of its wider
social responsibilities. The mult-disciplinary firm employs
around 100 people across three Liverpool offices.
Around 80% of the staff are women with a 50/50 gender
split among partners.
Last year MSB broke through the £5bn turnover barrier
for the first time and into this year it has continued to
grow organically and via merger and acquisition.
Managing partner Emma Carey has put diversity and
inclusion at the heart of the firm’s ethos with a
programme currently in place to address LGBT rights
in the workplace.
In terms of its client base it works with some off the
most dynamic entrepreneurs in Liverpool and, at the same
time, has strengthened its commitment to help the most
vulnerable through its Legal Aid and its pioneering family
department.

MSB is also one of the most female-friendly firms in the UK.
It has an equal gender partnership and a workforce that is
more than 80% women. Emma says: “We have worked hard
to introduce progressive policies at MSB that enable all our staff,
regardless of gender, sexual orientation or social background,
to succeed and reach their potential. New mothers – and
fathers – are supported by flexible working policies. As a
woman in business – and particularly in a sector that has
fallen foul of the gender pay gap – it has always been very
important to me to empower women in the workplace.”
MSB is also committed to serving the communities in which
it operates, and Emma believes social value should be
ingrained in everything the firm does. “Since LASPO legal a
id reforms, legal aid work at MSB is up by some 300%.
During the same period, annual revenues at MSB have
risen to more than £5m. Proof, if it were needed, that
philanthropic values can be a terrific driver for growth.”
Emma is listed in the 'elite lawyers' list by The Legal 500,
which states Emma is "an excellent leader" with "superb
knowledge of the law". It adds that MSB is "almost on
a par with leading London-based child abduction firms.
MSB won Best Regional Firm at the national Family Law
Awards, commended for "promoting diversity and career
progression" and its "excellent pro-bono and community
initiatives; and the firm were also awarded in the corporate
social responsibility category at this year’s Liverpool Echo
Regional Business Awards. (see overleaf).

see overleaf

➥
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MSB SOLICITORS
Offices in Liverpool City Centre, Allerton and Wavertree
MSB Solicitors is a modern practice dedicated to the needs of its clients and providing specialist
service with flexibility, reliability and focus on customer care. MSB was established in 1988 with a
vision of creating a firm to meet the demands of clients for a progressive and service oriented law
firm. The firm has forged a reputation for excellence of service, bringing a fresh approach to the
vision of legal services which places clients first and is built on a philosophy of forward thinking
and is client service based. Clients can be assured that MSB lawyers will provide an effective and
friendly service tailored to their individual needs. MSB is a forward thinking firm with a commitment to first class service to clients and the ability to move with the times, providing a friendly
and flexible approach in the provision of legal services.

MSB

SCOOP WELL-DESERVED
CSR AWARD
MSB Solicitors has added to its growing
collection of awards after picking up Corporate
Social Responsibility Business of the Year at the
Liverpool Echo Business Awards 2018. The awards,
now in their 24th year, are the longest standing
business awards in the Liverpool city region.
Other big winners on the evening included
Birkenhead shipyard Cammell Laird, and Liverpool
Vision boss Max Steinberg, who was crowned
Business Person of the Year.
STRING OF ACCOLADES
The award is the latest in a string of recent awards received by
MSB, which have included Legal Firm of the Year at The City of
Liverpool Business Awards 2017, the coveted Chairman’s Award at
the Liverpool Women in Business Awards 2018, and Best Regional
Firm for the 2017 North at the national Family Law Awards.
The judges at the Family Law Awards commented: “We were
particularly impressed with this firm's dedication to promoting
diversity and career progression within its team and its excellent
pro-bono and community initiatives and its commitment to the
campaign for legal aid.”

L-R Clare Matson, Andrea Cheesman, Leslie Cheesman, Emma Carey, Christian Cheesman, Mary Ellis

MSB sets its sights on growth in family law
as it joins forces with specialist family firm
MSB Solicitors is joining forces with Cheesman & Company
to create one of the most formidable family law teams
in the North West.
Cheesman & Company specialises in family law and its team has
more than 40 years’ experience servicing clients nationally. The
firm brings a strong portfolio of clients and will bolster MSB’s
growing family and property law teams, based across offices in
Allerton and the city centre.

to welcome Cheesman & Company to the fold. Leslie and his son
Christian Cheesman have long been recognised for their expertise
in family law, as has Andrea Cheesman in property law. They are
an excellent fit for us and this move will allow us to further
strengthen our family law offering.

The deal comes as part of managing partner Emma Carey’s
strategy to drive financial growth across key areas of the firm and
follows the acquisition of debt recovery firm Matrix in January.
Last year, MSB reported its strongest financial results to date,
topping £5m for the first time in the firm’s history. Turnover
increased by 16% on the same period last year and net profit
leapt by more than 50%.

“MSB’s 30-strong family team have developed an excellent
reputation for leading the way in complex and niche areas of
family law and I am certain that the experience of the team from
Cheesman & Company will further power our advancement into
those emerging areas of the law.”

Ms Carey says she is keen to continue to build on that growth
through a series of planned mergers, appointments and
promotions within the firm. “MSB has experienced steady and
organic growth throughout its near 30 years' trading. We now
employ more than 100 people across three offices and have
become a key player in Liverpool’s legal sector. I am delighted
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WELCOME RECOGNITION
MSB managing partner, Emma Carey, said: "I was delighted beyond
words to receive the award. It is welcome recognition of our efforts
to give back to the community. MSB has grown organically
throughout its near 30 years and last year we reported record
turnover, topping £5m for the first time. As managing partner, I am
committed to continuing to drive that development. But our values
go beyond commercial growth and we take our commitment to
charity and community very seriously. In times of austerity, access
to justice for all has never been more important. At MSB we look to
help everyone who comes through the door, and whether it is
helping to access legal aid or through pro-bono assistance and
advice, we reach out to all sections of the community.”
PRO BONO SURGERIES
MSB holds regular pro bono advice surgeries across the city,
including each Thursday at Blackburne House. Additionally, the
firm held a high-level family law conference at Blackburne House
in November, in association with leading London-based chambers
4 Paper Buildings. The conference was attended by law makers
and leading authorities and discussed ways the law needs to
adapt to better serve modern society, covering topics including
international parental child abduction, forced marriage, honourbased violence and radicalisation of children – issues that were
barely heard of just a few years ago but are now high on the
agenda. Delegates were catered for by its social enterprise café,
which meant that every penny we spent on the conference was
reinvested back into the charity, while all the proceeds raised
through tickets sales were donated to Blackburne House.

'RICHLY DESERVED'
Chief executive at Blackburne House, Claire Dove, said:
“The family department at MSB has given us exceptional support
and have been a lifeline to many of our students and members of
the wider community. “As a complex organisation whose student
body includes refugees, those who are victims of domestic abuse
and the many other major issues that affect their lives and that of
their families, they offer us a very necessary service. MSB has also
assisted us with fundraising and also helping us provide food
parcels for some of our students. There is nothing too much that
they will not support us with or signpost us to others who can.
MSB, although a commercial organisation, has firm values
embedded into all that they do. The award is richly deserved.”
For further information on Blackburne House you can visit
their website on: www.blackburnehouse.co.uk or contact
them via telephone on 0151 709 4356.

Leslie Cheesman, senior partner at Cheesman & Company adds:

“MSB has an excellent reputation in the field of
family and property law and the joining of our two
firms made absolute sense. The experience of our
team, combined with that of MSB and the increased
resource internally, can only see both our firms
continue to go from strength to strength.”

For more information on all the services provided by MSB
please visit:
MSB Solicitors
Telephone: 0151 281 9040
Email joannedalton@msbsolicitors.co.uk
www.msbsolicitors.co.uk

LIVERPOOL OFFICE
4, St Paul’s Square • Liverpool City Centre • Liverpool L3 9SJ
ALLERTON OFFICE
17 Allerton Road • Allerton • Liverpool L18 1LG
WAVERTREE OFFICE
MSB House • 20-22 Tapton Way • Wavertree Business Village
Liverpool L13 1DA
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JOHN MOORES
PAINTING PRIZE 2018
Celebrating 60 years


Exhibition runs until Sunday 18th November 2018

Jacqui Hallum wins £25,000 first prize
At the opening evening, sponsored by BWM Chartered Accountants, of the
John Moores Painting Prize 2018, held on Thursday 12th July at Liverpool’s
Walker Art Gallery, Sir Peter Blake, Patron of the Prize, and Lubaina Himid CBE,
2018 juror and 2017 Turner Prize winner, revealed that the winning artist was
Jacqui Hallum, with her painting King and Queen of Wands (2017).




ensured that the Walker Art Gallery's representation of
post-war British art was the equal of any other collection
in the UK, the Tate being the only exception.
In the late 1960s and 1970s, as newer media challenged
painting and the range of exhibiting opportunities for
cutting-edge artists grew, the John Moores lost some of its
unique status. However, it always retained its reputation as
the UK's leading painting biennale and its first prize has
continued to be one of the largest sums of money awarded
for any of this country’s art competitions.

John Moores Painting Prize 2018 Winning Artist, Jacqui Hallum
and her painting 'King and Queen of Wands'

J

Peter Taaffe, managing partner BWM,
with Sandra Penketh, Director of Art Galleries,
National Museums Liverpool

ACQUI is the 30th winner of the £25,000 Prize, which is held biennially.
Managing Partner at BWM, Peter Taaffe, was full of praise for all those
involved in organising part in this year’s event and everyone who entered the
competition, there were 2,700 entries. Peter said, “BWM are delighted to be hosting
this evening’s event. Myself and the other partners at BWM very much wanted to
be involved with the painting prize because we have a long association with
The John Moores Liverpool Exhibition Trust. We have seen over many years the
incredible work that the trustees, together with National Museums Liverpool,
do in bringing the national art scene to Liverpool through this coveted prize.
In this exceptional 60th year the standard of entries is, as ever, of the highest
quality and we would like to extend congratulations to the prize winners too.”

The suggestion that the Walker Art Gallery
mount "an exhibition of painting embracing...
the best, and most vital, work being done today
throughout the country" (as the catalogue of
the 1957 exhibition put it) came from John
Moores. A man of fierce local pride – and a
keen amateur painter – he was concerned
at London's increasing domination of the
national arts scene. He established the event
as a competition open to anyone and also
sponsored the prizes.

The John Moores Painting Prize is the UK's best-known painting competition
and is named after Sir John Moores (1896-1993), founder of the Liverpool based
Littlewoods organisation, and sponsor of the prize. The competition culminates in
an exhibition held at the Walker Art Gallery every two years, which forms a key
strand of the Liverpool Biennial and this year’s exhibition will run through to
18th November.

The first John Moores was intended as a one-off
but its great success led to it becoming a biennial
event. By the early sixties, the exhibition was
regarded as the UK’s leading showcase for
avant-garde painting. Many of the prizewinning
works were purchased by John Moores himself
and presented to the Walker Art Gallery for its
permanent collection. Among them were
classic paintings by Jack Smith ('Creation and
Crucifixion'), Roger Hilton ('March 1963') and
David Hockney ('Peter getting out of Nick's Pool').
These and other purchases from the exhibition

The first exhibition, titled The John Moores Liverpool Exhibition, was held in 1957,
six years after the Walker Art Gallery re-opened following World War II. The Liverpool
Autumn Exhibitions, which up until 1939 had acted as the gallery's main showcase
for new British art, had come to an end. The gallery's only regular shows of
contemporary art were those of the local Liverpool Academy.
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Pictured above:
1) The Thunderous Silence of Your Presence, 2017, Tom Howse
2) GIANTS, 2017, Joseph O'Rourke
3) The Divide, Beyond Reasoning, 2017, Shanti Panchal
4) Quilt, 2017, Billy Crosby
4) Jacqui Hallum (second left) with jurors Bruce McLean, Lubaina Himid
and Jenni Lomax

Since 1980, the Walker Art Gallery has automatically added
the first prize-winning work to its collection as part of the
terms of the award; and by this means has acquired
outstanding works by John Hoyland ('Broken Bride 13.6.82'),
Bruce McLean ('Oriental Garden, Kyoto'), Lisa Milroy
('Handles'), Peter Doig ('Blotter') and Michael Raedecker
('Mirage'), among others. The great tradition of the John
Moores was cited as one of the reasons for the Tate's
decision to establish, in 1988, its first outpost in Liverpool.
Since 1999 the exhibition has also been one of the
centrepieces of the Liverpool Biennial of contemporary art.

cotton sheets, staining and dying them with drawing ink, graffiti
ink and squid ink. The sheets move between her studio and
garden throughout the process, before they are grouped and
pinned together, concealing and revealing themselves to create
a multi-part work.

In 2008, the year in which Liverpool became European
Capital of Culture, the exhibition was renamed as the
John Moores Painting Prize and this year, the exhibition’s
Diamond Jubilee, there were five paintings shortlisted for
the John Moores Painting Prize 2018.

John Moores Painting Prize 2018

These were: Jacqui Hallum’s ‘King and Queen of Wands’,
‘Quilt’, by Billy Crosby, ‘The Thunderous Silence of your
Presence’ by Tom Howse, ‘GIANTS’ by Joseph O’Rourke
and ‘The Divide, Beyond Reasoning’ by Shanti Panchal.
The esteemed 2018 jury comprised the artists Monster
Chetwynd, Lubaina Himid MBE, Bruce McLean and
Liu Xiaodong, alongside curator Jenni Lomax and they
selected Jacqui Hallum and her creation of ‘King and Queen
of Wands’, as the Winner of the John Moores Painting
Prize 2018.
Jacqui Hallum was born in Wembley, London in 1977
and is based in Totnes, Devon. She attended Coventry
School of Art and Design and Slade School of Fine Art
from 2000-2002. In her winning painting, Jacquie draws
on imagery ranging from medieval woodcuts and leaded
glass windows to tarot cards and Art Nouveau children’s
book illustrations. She works across a number of loose

BWM were delighted to have had the opportunity to sponsor
the opening of the exhibition and Peter Taaffe and all the team
at BWM wish the exhibition every success.

In partnership with
JOHN MOORES LIVERPOOL EXHIBITION TRUST
and Liverpool Biennal

Running until 18 November 2018
FREE ENTRY
For more information on the exhibition,
including the list of artists exhibiting, please visit:
www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/walker/johnmoores/jm2018
@jmpaintingprize #JM2018
Opening Event Sponsor

Walker Art Gallery
William Brown Street
Liverpool L3 8EL
Tel: 0151 478 4199
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PrimaDonna • Deauville
Alison Hodgson

LIVERPOOL LADIES NETWORK (LLN)
The Liverpool Ladies Network summer lunch took place on Thursday
7th June at the Malmaison Hotel on Liverpool waterfront. LLN was
delighted to welcome eighty senior professional women, who had
all gathered to hear a talk from Alison Hodgson, Merseyside’s
Woman of the Year 2017, and enjoy a wonderful lunch, along
with the opportunity to meet up with new and regular members
of the organisation.

Run by Lindsey Moore (Agnes Marketing), Jayne Croft (Brabners) and
Louise Molloy (NatWest), LLN is a not-for-profit women’s business
network for female professionals working within Merseyside and has
been established for over 20 years. The LLN provides a welcoming,
supportive and inclusive environment where like-minded women
can meet new contacts, build new relationships and ultimately
develop and retain more business within Liverpool.

For more information on LLN please visit: www.liverpoolladiesnetwork.co.uk
or Email: liverpoolladiesnetwork@gmail.com
Pictures by Arthur Gold (goldsnapper@gmail.com)
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You are welcome to come into the boutique any time
to browse our wide selection of lingerie or to request a fitting
with advice from one of our Lingerie Stylists Jan or Lucy.
No appointment is needed, but if your time is limited
you can arrange a fitting for a time that suits you.

BUSY BODY’S
L I N G E R I E ST Y L I STS B I R K DA L E
42E LIVERPOOL ROAD, BIRKDALE VILLAGE, SOUTHPORT PR8 4AY
T. 01704 227096 • E. BUSYBODYS@ZEN.CO.UK
W. BUSYBODYSBIRKDALE.CO.UK
Tuesday to Saturday: 10am–5pm
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SIMPLY
HAIR
BEAUTY

&

setting the style
Great hair products and attentive service
all combine to add an extra style
to popular Wirral salon

SPARKLE
EXCLUSIVE
NETWORKING
AT VERDANT

Founded by Ashton Tansey, Managing Director, Sparkle Exclusive Networking (SEN) is an exclusive
members club for service based female entrepreneurs. SEN focus on helping you increase your network
and in turn your NETworth. They also provide workshops and training to help leverage you and your
empire. Events take place monthly in Liverpool and Manchester and create an amazing platform for
like minded business woman to get together, connect, collaborate, share business successes, talk about
business successes and really empower each other. These ladies are INCREDIBLE – and so inspiring. SEN
events are not like any other ordinary networking event, this is networking Sparkle style, where the
support from other woman is exceptional – it is high vibe and, as the pictures show, very glamorous!
The pictures here were taken at SEN’s latest Liverpool meet up, held at the wonderful Verdant
restaurant on Allerton Road. Ashton Tansey is pictured on the right of the two ladies in the
picture in top right hand corner – her email address is: ashtontansey@hotmail.co.uk
All photographs by Dave ‘The Pap’ Evans
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Simply Hair offers an extensive and modern range
of hair treatment techniques, including Serioxyl Hair
Care, X-TENSO products, and L’Oreal INOA and
Root Rescue products. The salon also offers Babyliss
Perfect Curl Tools and Temptress Hair Extensions,
with accompanying Paul Mitchell products.

SIMPLY HAIR & BEAUTY
457 HOYLAKE ROAD, MORETON, WIRRAL CH46 6DQ
Telephone: 0151 677 9215
Follow us on Facebook

PROFESSIONAL
LIVERPOOL
SUMMER DRINKS
PARTY 2018

On Friday 6th July, Professional Liverpool welcomed members, friends and
guests to Liverpool City Centre’s Restaurant Bar and Grill to celebrate the
wonderful sunshine and the successful year that PL has enjoyed to date. The
early evening get-together was a great success, as attendees mingled happily
with fellow guests, enjoying a great atmosphere and making the most of the
opportunity to catch up with established PL members and meet many of the
organisation’s newer members.
Photographs by Essod Photography
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 ROJO CLÀSICO – This is an expressive nose of sweet spices,
including cinnamon and cloves, with lots of candied fruits and a
bitter Mediterranean herb finish.

 BLANCO RESERVA – This is intensely aromatic and very
pleasant, featuring sweet herbs such as gentian, star anise, lemon
verbena and angelica. An elegant smooth and well rounded taste,
with a slight sweetness gourmet vermouth.
ROJO AMARGO – An intense, sweet Vermouth, with striking
aromas of ground spices such as turmeric dried figs, roasted
hazelnuts and green walnuts. It has a smooth taste, with flavours
of liquorice, bitter coffee and molasses.
Mike Wynn with Robert Hunter (left)

Mike Wynn is a partner in Liverpool based wine company Cultural Wine, a specialist wine
company that he helped to establish along with colleagues Paul Malkin and Ian Clarke.
In this issue Mike writes about three Vermouth wines and a trio of Spanish gins,
which Cultural Wine has recently discovered.

WYNN’S
WORLD OF WINE

i

“A day without wine
is like a day without sunshine.”

am always looking for new areas of wine and Paul, Ian
and I recently had the pleasant experience of meeting up
with Robert Hunter, of Vinergia, an organisation founded
in Barcelona in 2005 with the aim of uniting the efforts of
small and medium sized Spanish wineries and distributors
across the world. Along with other invited guests, we enjoyed
a tasty lunch in Liverpool city centre, arranged for the purpose
of experiencing the tasting of three Vermouth wines and three
Spanish gins produced in Cataluña. We think the next big drink
sensation will be Vermouth, which is already gathering a fast
pace in Spain, particularly around the areas of Barcelona,
Madrid, Seville and Galicia.
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SO WHAT IS VERMOUTH?
Vermouth is based on white wine and initially starts with a
unique infusion consisting of mountain herbs noted for their
small roots and very aromatic flowers. The vermouth then
absorbs these aromas whilst resting for the next two years in old
wooden barrels - some up to 80 years old. Following the aging
process, a second herb formula is added, a blend of plant bark
and roots found in Tarragona and which increase the intensity of
the flavours and give the Vermouth its bitter essence.
The drinking of wines fortified with herbs and roots is believed to
have started in China as early as 1250-1000 BC, with the addition
of extra ingredients being made to turn it into a medicinal drink
that was used as a treatment for stomach upsets and other
minor ailments. The name Vermouth is the French pronunciation

The three gins we enjoyed were also Spanish. Gin is obviously
already well-established here but we do not drink so much
from Spain, so I will tell you about these three, one each from
Barcelona, Tarragona and Olot in La Garrotxa.

 SOREL LONDON DRY GIN – Despite the name of London
being in its name, this gin is distilled by Sorel, founded in 1875 in
Barcelona, and is a dry aromatic gin, ideal with tonic and it makes
for an excellent quaffing gin.

of the German word Wermut, for wormwood, an ingredient
that has been used in the drink over its long history. By
the mid-17th century the drink had been introduced to
England and was being sold as Vermouth, the name used
for the drink ever since then. The use of the drink for
medicinal purposes begin to diminish and by the end of the
18th century it was more in use as an aperitif, especially in
France and Italy, Vermouth would become an ideal mixer
for many cocktails, particularly Martini (circa 1860) and the
Manhattan cocktail, circa 1874.
Vermouth has had an up and down life. It really gained in
popularity in the 1950s thanks to Martini, which was then
being heavily marketed by liquor companies, and in later years
of course the fictional character of James Bond probably
became the best promoter ever of Martini. However,
Vermouth became less favoured in America and here in
England, despite still being used in the Manhattan cocktail,
and it was more popular in the likes of France and Italy,
being drunk as an aperitif. Now its popularity has soared
again in the last decade, with Vermouth becoming one of
the fastest growing produces within the wine trade.
Vermouth has had an undeserved label of being and old
persons drink, but the modern vibrant Spanish people have
moved on from the taking of it solely after mass and before
lunch on a Sunday. Today, there are Vermouth bars opening
up all over Spain and the locals tend to drink Vermouth
Rojo with Sifon and a slice of lemon or orange. Sifon is
basically club soda here and I would suggest using soda
water. Take a good measure of Vermouth, add orange
or lemon and a splash of soda water – and you have a
rewarding refreshing drink.







 LEVEL GIN TEICHENNÈ – Distilled by the Teichenné family
company, founded in 1956 in Tarragona by the present
manager’s grandfather. This is a highly aromatic gin possessing
floral aromas that can be drunk on its own, along with garnishes
of citrus fruit.
 GIN VOLCÀNIC – Robert then introduced the guests to the
star of the show. This is a hell of a delicious and unique gin that is
produced in La Garrotxa, an ancient volcanic region in North East
Spain, near to the Pyrenees. It has all the essence of the region: a
triple distillate, with green walnuts, which are kept in fine alcohol
for twelve months, and locally collected volcanic stones, each of
which have been painstakingly sterilised to allow them to transfer
their mineral nature and volcanic identity to the distillate, and
pure local water, with the third maceration (softening by soaking)
involving the addition of specifically selected botanicals, as used
in the production of Ratafia Russet.

The Vermouths we tasted in the accompany of Robert all came
from Padró & Co, who have been based in the town of Bràfim,
Tarragona, North Eastern Spain, since 1886
While everyone involved in the lunch enjoyed all of the tastings and
all of the wines and gins featured are highly recommended, I have
to say that Gin Volcànic stole the show! It is probably the best gin
I have ever tasted. The aromas are huge. It is smooth, creamy and
lingers on the tongue with a taste of herbs and citrus.
I would also like to point out that each of the bottles of Vermouth
and the three gins also come in beautiful and distinctive bottles
that are worth collecting all by themselves!

All the Vermouths and Gins that Mike has featured here
are available exclusively from Cultural Wine.
To place an order or to discover more about ALL the
wines they supply please contact.

Mike Wynn: 07747 052 890 E: mike@culturalwine.co.uk
Paul Malkin: 07747 803 041 E: paul@culturalwine.co.uk
Ian Clarke: 07841 248 758
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to involve two branches of a Mersey tributary in order to create
a landscape that included a spinal ornamental watercourse,
embellished with rock features and cascades, grottoes and
stepping stones leading to a man-made seven-acre lake.
The park’s design also incorporated a plan for accommodating
sporting and other leisure or promenading activities, such as
archery and the playing of live music. The park’s general
character was of open areas screened from one another by
trees, with a core of more intimate wooded areas around the
streams and lakes. Hornblower’s designs for the park lodges
and entrances were elaborate structures, and included follies,

Liverpool Parks . . .

shelters and boathouses. Additional development of the park
continued after its opening to the public, including the construction
in 1873 of the iron bridge that spans the Fairy Glen.
There is a belt of land encircling the park, which, at the time of the
park’s creation, was divided into building plots for the construction
of villas to overlook it. The money raised from the sale of these plots
was used to help with funding the park’s layout and attractions.
Once built, the exclusive villas and subsequent ornamentation
reflected the grandeur of Liverpool during its mid-Victorian period,
when Liverpool was the second city of the Empire and horse drawn
carriages could be seen travelling to and fro from elegant mansions,
as the town’s gentry took daily strolls through the park.

A WALK IN THE PARK

SEFTON
PARK

Sefton Park Lake – 1896

Sefton Park Lake – 1896

Sefton Park Iron Bridge – c.1910

Sefton Park – c.1913

All of this improvement was
rewarded in 2013, when the park
was granted the prestigious Green
Flag Award for high standards.
The regular music and food and drink festivals that now take place
on its green open fields have also seen a rise in the park’s popularity
and these events have seen many people, who probably would not
have taken the time to make the journey there, realising just how
delightful Sefton Park is and how many attractions can be enjoyed
there, including the Palm House, with its wonderful statues and
exotic plants and flowers.

A GRADE 1 HISTORIC PARK
AND GREEN FLAG AND
GREEN HERITAGE AWARDED SITE

Sefton Park’s history, its many attractions
and the exotic Palm House, will always hold
a fascination for people, especially children,
and hopefully it will always remain a Liverpool
park to be enjoyed by many.

Sefton Park Bandstand

T

HE delightful Sefton Park is Liverpool’s largest
urban park. Located in the south of the city and
operated by Liverpool City Council, it stretches
some 235 acres over beautiful green belt land
and has many outstanding features, including its boating
lake, caves and waterfall, Fairy Glen, bandstand, along
with the magnificent Palm House.

The park dates back to the Victorian era and was created on
land that once lay within the boundaries of the 2,300-acre
(9.3 km2) Royal Deer Park of Toxteth, which became
"disparked" in 1591. After many years, the land eventually
came under the ownership of the Earl of Sefton and
remained under his control until 1867. It at that time that
Liverpool Corporation began looking for ways to help people
have the opportunity to escape, even temporarily, from the
very poor living conditions that many were forced to endure
in the narrow streets and horrific squalid Courts that passed
for homes in those days.

The Corporation paid £250,000 for 375 acres of the Earl’s
land in order to develop a new park and a competition was
launched to find a designer(s) for the layout of this new
‘pleasure ground’. The competition was won by renowned
French landscape architect Edouard André, the Gardener in
Chief for the city of Paris and the designer of several major
Parisian parks. It was also decided that work on the design
would also be undertaken by Liverpool architect Lewis
Hornblower. Ideas for the layout began to be put in place
by the two gentlemen in 1867 and once the plans were
approved the park was laid out. On its completion, Sefton
Park was opened to the public in 1872 by Prince Arthur
Duke of Connaught, who dedicated it "For the health
and enjoyment of the townspeople".
André’s winning design was based on circular, oval and
marginal footpaths which enabled the park to be blended
with the natural undulating topography of the land and

Times have obviously changed
greatly from the days of the affluent
Victoria era, but Sefton Park still
remains one of the country's most
significant urban parks. Over its
many, many, years the park has
had to overcome several setbacks,
including the two World Wars, and a
lack of financial resources that have
resulted in the loss of many services
and other facilities. Despite the
problems Sefton Park has faced
however, it remains a wonderful
place to visit and has seen a great
resurgence since a major park
improvement programme was
undertaken in 1983, prior to the
International Garden Festival. Then
in 2007, having received £5 million
of funding from the Heritage Lottery,
work began on refurbishing and
improving many of the park's features.

Sefton Park Fairy Glen

Sefton Park Lake

You can access the park via Queen’s Drive, Greenbank Drive, Aigburth Drive, Lark Lane and
Elmswood Road. There are a number of parking points around the park and some on-street parking.
Black & white images courtesy Liverpool Records Office. Colour pics by Arthur Gold (goldsnapper@gmail.com)
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The Slaughter House
FLAGSHIP VENUE FOR

THE LAUGHTERHOUSE COMEDY CLUB
Located on Fenwick Street, just around the corner from Merseyrail’s
James Street Station, The Slaughter House sits handily in the centre
of Liverpool’s bustling restaurant and business quarter, and is one
of Liverpool’s oldest pub venues. If you live in Liverpool or are just
visiting our wonderful city and are looking for a great night out,
then why not call in to The Slaughter House –

COME AND
JOIN US AT THE
SLAUGHTER HOUSE
FOR THE WARMEST
WELCOME IN
LIVERPOOL!

there's no better night out than here!!!
FOOD & DRINK

COMEDY

The Slaughter House offers an extensive range of drinks and
food, including their award-winning pint of Guinness. The pub’s
traditional home-cooked meals, all of which are served seven days
a week, include a very tasty range of Light Bites and Main Meals,
alongside our nation’s favourite Traditional Pub Grub and there is
also a Children’s Menu available.

The Slaughter House is also the home to one of the best comedy
clubs in the country LAUGHTERHOUSE, which was voted the
number one comedy club in Liverpool on the independent review
site Trip Advisor. Located in the compact basement of the pub,
the Laughterhouse Comedy Club has played host to some of the
UK comedy’s biggest names, including John Bishop, Sarah Millican
and Jason Manford. Every Friday and Saturday night from
8.00-10.00pm you can enjoy a great night of comedy at the
Laughterhouse – and then follow up by going upstairs to the
bar area for some additional entertainment, with live music
being performed until late.

LIVE MUSIC
The Slaughter House is renowned for its great nights of live music.
Performances from a variety of local singers and bands take place
every weekends, while each Thursday evening from 8pm there is
an OPEN MIC night, hosted by Jake Doran, and which includes
ONE FREE DRINK for every singer.

LIVE SPORTS COVERAGE
Sports lovers need look no further than The Slaughter House.
The pub has several large screens located throughout the
TASTY
bar area and is an official Carling Premier League pub,
enabling them to feature all of the Premier League
TRADITIONAL
and Champion’s League matches that are shown
PUB GRUB plus
live on both Sky Sports and BT Sports. The pub also
LIVE MUSIC,
shows all of the major sporting events throughout
SPORT
the year, including boxing world-title fights and the
AND
COMEDY
major horse racing meetings, which can be seen on
both Racing UK and At The Races.
The Slaughter House
13-15 Fenwick Street, Liverpool L2 7LS
Tel: 0151 236 0704
Pictures courtesy Matthew Carroll
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WELCOME TO

THE THREE GRACES
ROSE GIN

The Three Graces Rose Gin
A NEW ’SPIRIT OF LIVERPOOL’
The Three Graces Rose Gin is created by comprising eleven botanicals, including;
juniper berries, coriander, angelica, orange peel, lemon peel and the essence of roses.
This combination gives the drink a unique rose flavour and colour to the gin,
which is perfect to drink on its own, over ice or with your favourite tonic mixer or cocktail flavours.
It is a beverage that we can happily fill our glasses with – before raising a toast to
our wonderful city, a city that The Three Graces Liverpool Ltd is proud to call home.

To purchase your bottle of The Three Graces Rose Gin please contact:
The Three Graces Liverpool Ltd
Suite 124, The Liverpool Film Studios • 105 Boundary Street • Liverpool L5 9YJ
Tel: 0151 482 5522 • Email: threegracesltd@gmail.com
www.thethreegracesliverpool.co.uk
The unique Three Graces Rose Gin drinking glasses can also be purchased via this method.
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